SAG Awards Nominations History Sheet
Updated as of Jan 2022

SAG AWARDS® RECORD HOLDERS

INDIVIDUAL RECORD HOLDERS

MOST ACTORS® RECEIVED

JULIA LOUIS-DREYFUS – 9 Actors® (5 for individual performances and 4 for ensemble performances)
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “VEEP”

MOST ACTOR® NOMINATIONS

EDIE FALCO – 22 Actor® Nominations (14 for individual performances, 8 for ensemble performances)
Previous Actors®:

Previous Actor® nominations:
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

ENSEMBLE RECORD HOLDERS

MOST ACTORS® RECEIVED

A tie:
ER – 4 Actors®
MODERN FAMILY – 4 Actors®

MOST ACTOR® NOMINATIONS

FRASIER – 10 Actor® Nominations

ESOT WINNERS FOR ACTING (EMMY®, SAG AWARD®, OSCAR®, TONY®)

VIOLA DAVIS
JEREMY IRONS
JESSICA LANGE
FRANCES McDORMAND
HELEN MIRREN
AL PACINO
CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER
VANESSA REDGRAVE
GEOFFREY RUSH
MAGGIE SMITH
MOST ACTOR® NOMINATIONS IN A SINGLE YEAR

A tie:
CHADWICK BOSEMAN**  4 Actor® Nominations in 2021 (2 for individual performances, 2 for cast performances)
MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”
MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”
MALE LEAD – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”
MALE SUPPORT – “Da 5 Bloods”
**Boseman is the first Actor to earn 4 Actor® Nominations in a single year all for Motion Pictures

JAMIE FOXX  – 4 Actor® Nominations in 2005 (3 for individual performances, 1 for cast performance)
MALE LEAD – “Ray”
MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Ray”
MALE SUPPORT – “Collateral”
MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Redemption: The Stan Tookie Williams Story”

MAGGIE SMITH  – 4 Actor® Nominations in 2013 (2 for individual performances, 2 for ensemble performances)
FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel”
MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel”
FEMALE DRAMA – “Downton Abbey”
DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

ACTORS HONORED WITH ACTOR® STATUETTES FOR SEPARATE PERFORMANCES IN A SINGLE YEAR

MAHERSHALA ALI
2017 – MALE SUPPORT – “Moonlight”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”

STERLING K. BROWN
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

STEVE CARELL
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Office”

BRYAN CRANSTON
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
2013 – MALE DRAMA – “Breaking Bad”

IDRIS ELBA
2016 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Luther”
2016 – MALE SUPPORT – “Beasts of No Nation”

ALBERT FINNEY

BRAD GARETT
2003 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Everybody Loves Raymond”
2003 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Gleason”
HELEN MIRREN
2007 – FEMALE LEAD – "The Queen"
2007 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – "Elizabeth I"

GARY SINISE
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – "Apollo 13"
1996 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – "Truman"
SAG AWARDS® NOMINEE HISTORIES

*Note: all histories are sorted by LAST NAME
CAROLINE AARON
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

BARKHAD ABDI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – MALE SUPPORT – “Captain Phillips”

ROSE ABDOO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night and Good Luck”

YAHYA ABDUL-MATEEN II
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”

F. MURRAY ABRAHAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

NUMAN ACAR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

AMRITA ACHARIA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

AMY ADAMS
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
Total Actor® nominations: 10
2021 – FEMALE LEAD – “Hillbilly Elegy”
2019 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Vice”
2019 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Sharp Objects”
2017 – FEMALE LEAD – “Arrival”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
2011 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Fighter”
2009 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Doubt”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Doubt”
2006 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Junebug”

JENNA LYNG ADAMS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

PATRICK J. ADAMS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MALE DRAMA – “Suits”

MARK ADDY
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

ATHEER ADEL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

JOVAN ADEPO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Fences”

MAX ADLER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

SCOTT ADSIT
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”
Total Actor® nominations: 7

UZO ADUBA
Total Actors® received: 5
Total Actor® Nominations: 8
BEN AFFLECK
Total Actors® received: 2
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
1998 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Will Hunting”

CASEY AFFLECK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2017 – MALE LEAD – “Manchester by the Sea”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Manchester by the Sea”

DIANNA AGRON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

RIZ AHMED
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – MALE LEAD – “The Sound of Metal”

ALAN AISENBERG
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Trumbo”
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

ADEEL AKHTAR
Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Sick”

ADEWALE AKINNUOYE-AGBAJE
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® Nominations: 2
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Trumbo”
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

MACKENZIE ALADJEM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

ALAN ALDA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 4
2006 – MALE DRAMA – “The West Wing”
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The West Wing”
2002 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Club Land”
55th Annual Life Achievement Award Recipient

ALEXA ALEMANNI
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Madmen”
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Madmen”

JANE ALEXANDER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JASON ALEXANDER
Total Actors® received: 4
1995 – MALE COMEDY – “Seinfeld”
Total Actor® Nominations: 9

MAHERSHALA ALI
Total Actors® received: 3
2019 – MALE SUPPORT – “Green Book”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
2017 – MALE SUPPORT – “Moonlight”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2020 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – ”True Detective”
2019 – MALE SUPPORT – “Green Book”
2017 – MALE SUPPORT – “Moonlight”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moonlight”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”

RUBINA ALI
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”

ALFIE ALLEN
Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Jojo Rabbit”

ISABELLE ALLEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JOAN ALLEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2010 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Georgia O’Keeffe”
1996 – FEMALE LEAD – “Nixon”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

KIRSTIE ALLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

EMILY ALTHAUS
Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is The New Black”

JOSEF ALTIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2015, 2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

MATHIEU AMALRIC
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

LAUREN AMBROSE
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5

SUZY AMIS CAMERON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ANTHONY ANDERSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2018, 2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE - “Black-ish”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hustle & Flow”

GILLIAN ANDERSON
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 11
JACOB ANDERSON
Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

AUBREY ANDERSON-EMMONS
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 6

ADJOA ANDOH
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

ANTHONY ANDREWS
Total Actors® received: 1
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”

JULIE ANDREWS
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

NAVEEN ANDREWS
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

SHARON ANGELA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”

MAYA ANGELOU
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “How to Make an American Quilt”

JENNIFER ANISTON
Total Actors® received: 2
2020 – FEMALE DRAMA – “The Morning Show”
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Friends”
Total Actor® nominations: 11
2020 – FEMALE DRAMA – “The Morning Show”
2015 – FEMALE LEAD – “Cake”

ANN-MARGRET
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
AZIZ ANSARI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MALE COMEDY – “Master of None”

GREGORY ANTONACCI
Total Actors® received: 2
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”

CHRISTINA APPLEGATE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Dead to Me”
2021, 2020 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Dead to Me”

KENDALL APPLEGATE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

AMY AQUINO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Picket Fences”

NICOLE ARI PARKER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ADAM ARKIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 4

ALAN ARKIN
Total Actors® received: 2
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”
Total Actor® Nominations: 8
2013 – MALE SUPPORT – “Argo”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
2007 – MALE SUPPORT – “Little Miss Sunshine”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”

ANTHONY ARKIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Americans”

IAIN ARMITAGE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

WILL ARNETT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

PATRICIA ARQUETTE
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2019 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Escape At Dannemora”
2015 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Boyhood”

2019 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Escape At Dannemora”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Boyhood”
2015 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Boyhood”
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

PILOU ASBÆK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

LORRAINE ASHBOURNE
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

ARMAND ASSANTE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”
1997 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Gotti”

SEAN ASTIN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “ Stranger Things”

EILEEN ATKINS
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

JAYNE ATKINSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House of Cards”
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

ABRAHAM ATT AH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Beasts of No Nation”

RENÉ AUBERJONOIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Boston Legal”

AWKWAFINA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

REIKO AYLESWORTH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

HANK AZARIA
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2005 – MALE DRAMA – “Huff”
2000 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Oprah Winfrey Presents: Tuesdays with Morrie”
1997 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Birdcage”

LAUREN BACALL
Total Actors® received: 1
1997 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Mirror Has Two Faces”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Mirror Has Two Faces”

MORENA BACCARIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

KEVIN BACON
Total Actors® received: 2
2010 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Taking Chance”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2010 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Taking Chance”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Mystic River”
1996 – MALE SUPPORT – “Murder in the First”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”

MICHAEL BADALUCCO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

DIEDRICH BADER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”

ANNETTE BADLAND
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ted Lasso”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Voice”

ERYKAH BADU
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

G.W. BAILEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

JONATHAN BAILEY
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

MARION BAILEY
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

PRESTON BAILEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MARIA BAKALOVA
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Borat Subsequent Moviefilm”

ERIS BAKER
Total Actors® received: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

KATHY BAKER
Total Actors® received: 1
1995 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Picket Fences”

Total Actor® nominations: 4
1995 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Picket Fences”

LESLIE DAVID BAKER
Total Actors® received: 2

Total Actor® nominations: 7

SARAH BAKER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

SIMON BAKER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MALE DRAMA – “The Mentalist”

PHILIP BAKER HALL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

DAN BAKKEDAHl
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”

Total Actor® nominations: 2

BOB BALABAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

Total Actor® nominations: 2
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Capote”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

ALEC BALDWIN
Total Actors® received: 8
2009 – COMEDY SERIES ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”

Total Actor® nominations: 20
2004 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Cooler”
2001 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Nuremberg”
1996 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “A Streetcar Named Desire”

CHRISTIAN BALE
Total Actors® received: 2
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
2011 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Fighter”
**Total Actor® nominations: 8**
2020 – MALE LEAD – “Ford v Ferrari”
2019 – MALE LEAD – “Vice”
2016 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Big Short”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
2011 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Fighter”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “3:10 to Yuma”

**FAIRUZA BALK**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Almost Famous”

**SOLA BAMIS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

**ANNE BANCROFT**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2004 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone”
1997 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Homecoming”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “How to Make an American Quilt”

**ANTONIO BANDERAS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Genius: Picasso”

**ELIZABETH BANKS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Seabiscuit”

**JONATHAN BANKS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Better Call Saul”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Mudbound”

**IAN BANNEN**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

**CHRISTINE BARRANSKI**
Total Actors® received: 3
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
1996 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Cybill”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Cybill”

PAUL BARBER
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JAVIER BARDEM
Total Actors® received: 2
2008 – MALE SUPPORT – “No Country for Old Men”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2013 – MALE SUPPORT – “Skyfall”
2008 – MALE SUPPORT – “No Country for Old Men”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”

RUBY BARKER
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

SAMANTHA BARKS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BEN BARNES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”

JASON BARNETT
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

BRITT BARON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

ROSEANNE BARR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Roseanne”

ADRIANA BARRAZA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2
2007 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Babel”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Babel”
SHAKIRA BARRERA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

DREW BARRYMORE
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Grey Gardens”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Grey Gardens”

ROGER BART
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

ROBIN BARTLETT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
1998 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Mad About You”

SABRINA BARTLETT
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

KIM BASINGER
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2

ANGELA BASSETT
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2014 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Betty & Coretta”

ANNALISE BASSO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”

JASON BATEMAN
Total Actors® received: 2
2021, 2019 – MALE DRAMA – “Ozark”
Total Actor® nominations: 10
2021, 2019, 2018 – MALE DRAMA – “Ozark”
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

ALAN BATES
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

KATHY BATES
Total Actors® received: 3
1999 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Primary Colors”
1997 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “The Late Shift”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2012 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Harry’s Law”
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Midnight in Paris”
2003 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “About Schmidt”
2003 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “My Sister’s Keeper”
1999 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Primary Colors”
1997 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “The Late Shift”

RYAN MICHELLE BATHE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Boston Legal”

BRYAN BATT
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

CHRIS BAUER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

STEVEN BAUER
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BRIAN BAUMGARTNER
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7

ORSON BEAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

SEAN BEAN
Total Actors® received: 1
**Total Actor® nominations**: 3  
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”  

**JOHN BEARD**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2014 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Arrested Development”

**MATTHEW BEARD**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Imitation Game”

**STEPHANIE BEATRIZ**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  

**IAN BEATTIE**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

**JIM BEAVER**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

**TOM BECKETT**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Remember Wenn”

**KATE BECKINSALE**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  

**BRIAN BEDFORD**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

**BÉRÉNICE BEJO**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  
2012 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Artist”  
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Artist”

**HARRY BELAFONTE**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “BlacKkKlansman”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

MCKINLEY BELCHER III
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

JAMIE BELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2001 – MALE LEAD – “Billy Elliot”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Billy Elliot”

MARSHALL BELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Capote”

MARIA BELLO
Total Actors® received: 1
1998 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “ER”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1998 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “ER”

GIL BELLOWS
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

KINGSLEY BEN-ADIR
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “One Night in Miami”

ROBERTO BENIGNI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1999 – MALE LEAD – “Life is Beautiful”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Life is Beautiful”

ANNETTE Bening
Total Actors® received: 2
2000 – FEMALE LEAD – “American Beauty”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2011 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Kids Are All Right”
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Kids Are All Right”
2007 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Mrs. Harris”
2000 – FEMALE LEAD – “American Beauty”

PAUL BENJAMIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Station Agent”
WES BENTLEY
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Beauty”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Beauty”

JULIE BENZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

INGRID BOLSØ BERDAL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”

PETER BERG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

CANDICE BERGEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2006 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Boston Legal”
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Boston Legal”
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Murphy Brown”

XANDER BERKELEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

SHELLEY BERMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Curb Your Enthusiasm”

CARLOS BERNARD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

HALLE BERRY
Total Actors® received: 2
2002 – FEMALE LEAD – “Monster’s Ball”
2000 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Introducing Dorothy Dandridge”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2002 – FEMALE LEAD – “Monster’s Ball”
2000 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Introducing Dorothy Dandridge”

VALERIE BERTINELLI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Hot in Cleveland”

EVE BEST
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

PAUL BETTANY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MAYIM BIALIK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2014 – FEMALE COMEDY – “The Big Bang Theory”

DEMIÁN BICHIR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2012 – MALE LEAD – “A Better Life”
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Weeds”

CRAIG BIERKO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boston Legal”

JASON BIGGS
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

ALEXANDRA BILLINGS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Transparent”

MARGOT BINGHAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

JULIETTE BINOCHE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2001 – FEMALE LEAD – “Chocolat”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chocolat”

MIKE BIRBIGLIA
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

THORA BIRCH
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

KERRY BISHÉ
Total Actors® received: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”

HAFBOR JULIUS BJORNSSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

LUCAS BLACK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sling Blade”

JEREMY BLACKMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”

MARSHA STEPHANIE BLAKE
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

CATE BLANCHETT
Total Actors® received: 3
2014 – FEMALE LEAD – “Blue Jasmine”
Total Actor® nominations: 15
2021 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Mrs. America”
2016 – FEMALE LEAD – “Carol”
2014 – FEMALE LEAD – “Blue Jasmine”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
2008 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “I’m Not There”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Babel”
2007 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Notes on a Scandal”
ALEXIS BLEDEL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

BRENDA BLETHYN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 3
1999 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Little Voice”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Voice”
1997 – FEMALE LEAD – “Secrets & Lies”

MARY J. BLIGE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2018 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “MUDBOUND”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “MUDBOUND”

DIRK BLOCKER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

NIKKI BLONSKY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”

ORLANDO BLOOM
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3

EMILY BLUNT
Total Actors® received: 1
2019 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “A Quiet Place”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2019 – FEMALE LEAD – “Mary Poppins Returns”
2019 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “A Quiet Place”

JOANNA BOBIN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

RAINER BOCK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Better Call Saul”
NIKITA BOGOLYUBOV
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

EMMA BOLGER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In America”

SARAH BOLGER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In America”

SAMANTHA BOND
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

HELENA BONHAM CARTER
Total Actors® received: 3
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2014 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Burton and Taylor”
2011 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The King’s Speech”
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”

NAZANIN BONIADI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

HUGH BONNEVILLE
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5

POWERS BOOTHE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

ALEX BORSTEIN
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® Nominations: 5
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”
CHADWICK BOSEMAN
Total Actors® received: 2
2021 – MALE LEAD – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”

Total Actor® nominations: 6
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”
2021 – MALE SUPPORT – “Da 5 Bloods”

KATRINA BOWDEN
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”

Total Actor® nominations: 6

ANDREA BOWEN
Total Actors® received: 2

Total Actor® Nominations: 5

JULIE BOWEN
Total Actors® received: 4

Total Actor® nominations: 15
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Weeds”
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Boston Legal”

MICHAEL BOWEN
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”

Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”

STEPHEN BOXER
Total Actors® received: 1

Total Actor® nominations: 1

BILLY BOYD
Total Actors® received: 1

Total Actor® nominations: 3

LARA FLYNN BOYLE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

PETER BOYLE
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Everybody Loves Raymond”
Total Actor® nominations: 9

ZOE BOYLE
Total Actors® received: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

LUCY BOYNTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bohemian Rhapsody”

LORRAINE BRACCO
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 10

JOHN BRADLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

SUFE BRADSHAW
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

KENNETH BRANAGH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2012 – MALE SUPPORT – “My Week With Marilyn”
2006 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Warm Springs”

BETSY BRANDT
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

NICOLETTA BRASCHI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Life is Beautiful”
BENJAMIN BRATT
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 6

CREED BRATTON
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7

ANDRE BRAUGHER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1

ALEXANDRA BRECKENRIDGE
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

PATRICK BRENNAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

AMY BRENNEMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Judging Amy”

ABIGAIL BRESLIN
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”
Total Actor® Nominations: 3
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”
2007 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Little Miss Sunshine”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”

MADELINE BREWER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

SEAN BRIDGERS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

BEAU BRIDGES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “One Night in Miami”
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Descendants”
1997 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Hidden in America”

CHRIS “LUDACRIS” BRIDGES
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hustle & Flow”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”

JEFF BRIDGES
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MALE LEAD – “Crazy Heart”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2017 – MALE SUPPORT – “Hell or High Water”
2011 – MALE LEAD – “True Grit”
2010 – MALE LEAD – “Crazy Heart”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Seabiscuit”
2001 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Contender”

ALISON BRIE
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2019, 2018 – FEMALE COMEDY – “GLOW”
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

DARRELL BRITT-GIBSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

CONNIE BRITTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bombshell”

JIM BROADBENT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”
2002 – MALE SUPPORT – “Iris”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moulin Rouge”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Voice”

BILL BROCHTRUP
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2000 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “NYPD Blue”

MATTHEW BRODERICK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Manchester By The Sea”
ADRIEN BRODY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 4
2015 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Houdini”
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Midnight in Paris”

JAMES BROLIN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JOSH BROLIN
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2009 – MALE SUPPORT – “Milk”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Milk”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”

BELINDA BROMILLOW
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”

JAYNE BROOK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

DANIELLE BROOKS
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

MEHCAD BROOKS
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

RACHEL BROSNAHAN
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House of Cards”

BILLY BROWN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

BLAIR BROWN
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

CASEY THOMAS BROWN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – "The Kominsky Method"

KEVIN BROWN
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 ROCK”
Total Actor® nominations: 6

MILES BROWN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MILLIE BOBBY BROWN
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 5

STERLING K. BROWN
Total Actors® received: 4
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
2018 – MALE DRAMA – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2021, 2020, 2019, 2018, 2017 – MALE DRAMA – “This is Us”
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

SUSAN BROWN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

W. EARL BROWN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

NEIL BROWN, JR.
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Straight Outta Compton”

CARRIE BROWNSTEIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Transparent”

AMANDA BRUGEL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

DANIEL BRÜHL
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – "Inglourious Basterds"
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014 – MALE SUPPORT – “Rush”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – "Inglourious Basterds"

CARLA BRUNI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Midnight in Paris”

JOY BRYANT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

HORST BUCHOLZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “La vita è bella”

SANDRA BULLOCK
Total Actors® received: 2
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2014 – FEMALE LEAD – “Gravity”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”

CARA BUONO
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

TITUSS BURGESS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MALE COMEDY – “Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt”

RICHARD BURGI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

ROBERT JOHN BURKE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Goodnight and Good Luck”

EDWARD BURNS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Saving Private Ryan”

TY BURRELL
Total Actors® received: 5
Total Actor® nominations: 15

DARREN E. BURROWS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Northern Exposure”

SAFFRON BURROWS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

ELLEN BURSTYN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2015 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED– “Flowers in the Attic”
2001 – FEMALE LEAD – “Requiem for a Dream”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “How to Make an American Quilt”

STEVE BUSCEMI
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 11

JAKE BUSEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

SERGIO BUSTRIC
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Life is Beautiful”

AUSTIN BUTLER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

DAN BUTLER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JASON BUTLER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

JULIA BUTTERS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

AMANDA BYNES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”

ROSE BYRNE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bridesmaids”

C

LOUIS C.K.
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Trumbo”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”

NICOLAS CAGE
Total Actors® received: 1
1996 – MALE LEAD – “Leaving Las Vegas”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2003 – MALE LEAD – “Adaptation”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Adaptation”
1996 – MALE LEAD – “Leaving Las Vegas”

MICHAEL CAINE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Voice”

HARRIT CAINS
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

PAUL CALDERON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

CHRIS CALDOVINO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

NICHOLAS CALHOUN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

DAYTON CALLIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

SIMON CALLOW
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”

CHRISTIAN CAMARGO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ANNA CAMP
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

BILL CAMP
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Queen’s Gambit”

DARBY CAMP
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

RAY CAMPBELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Better Call Saul”
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”

LOUIS CANCELMI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

NATALIE CANERDAY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sling Blade”

BOBBY CANNAVALE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Irishman”
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Station Agent”

JAKE CANNAVALE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

NICK CANNON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

GIORGIO CANTARINI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Life is Beautiful”

LINDA CARDELLINI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Dead to Me”
2021 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Dead To Me”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Brokeback Mountain”

D’ARCY CARDEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

STEVE CARELL
Total Actors® received: 3
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”
Total Actor® nominations: 17
2020 – MALE DRAMA – “The Morning Show”
2018 – MALE SUPPORT – “Battle of The Sexes”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”
2015 – MALE LEAD – “Foxcatcher”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”

ANDY CAREY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

MARIAH CAREY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels' The Butler”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Precious”

GIA CARIDES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “My Big Fat Greek Wedding”

ROBERT CARLYLE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

CAROLEE CARMELLO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Remember Wenn”

TONANTZIN CARMELO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Into the West”

LAURA CARMICHAEL
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5

LESLIE CARON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chocolat”

JENNIFER CARPENTER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

JIM CARREY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2000 – MALE LEAD – “Man on the Moon”

ANTHONY CARRIGAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

ROCKY CARROLL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2

LISA NICOLE CARSON
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

BESSIE CARTER
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

DOMINIC CARTER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

JIM CARTER
Total Actors® received: 4
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”

CHARLIE CARVER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

MAX CARVER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

MAX CASELLA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”

VINCENT CASSEL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Black Swan”
JOANNA CASSIDY
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

RAQUEL CASSIDY
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
Actors® nominated: 2

FEDERICO CASTELLUCCIO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

APRIL HERNANDEZ CASTILLO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

ENRIQUE CASTILLO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Weeds”

KEISHA CASTLE-HUGHES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Whale Rider”

KIM CATTRALL
Total Actors® received: 2
2004, 2002 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Sex and the City”
Total Actor® nominations: 7

TROY CAYLAK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

DEREK CECIL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MICHAEL CERA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
TIMOTHÉE CHALAMET
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2019 – MALE SUPPORT – “Beautiful Boy”
2018 – MALE LEAD – “Call Me By Your Name”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lady Bird”
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

JUSTIN CHAMBERS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”

MEG CHAMBERS STEEDE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

GEMMA CHAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MICHAEL PAUL CHAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

KYLE CHANDLER
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Manchester By The Sea”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
2012 – MALE DRAMA – “Friday Night Lights”

CHANG HYAE JIN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”

STOCKARD CHANNING
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 11
2002 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The West Wing”
2002 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The West Wing”
1999 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Baby Dance”
1997 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “An Unexpected Family”
1996 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Smoke”
OONA CHAPLIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

DEAN CHARLES CHAPMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

GRIZZ CHAPMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”
Total Actor® nominations: 6

DAVE CHAPPELLE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “A Star Is Born”

JOSH CHARLES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Sports Night”

JESSICA CHASTAIN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2013 – FEMALE LEAD – “Zero Dark Thirty”
2012 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Help”

HONG CHAU
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Downsizing”

RICARDO ANTONIO CHAVIRA
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5

LONNIE CHAVIS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

DON CHEADLE
Total Actors® received: 2
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
Total Actor® nominations: 10
2014 – MALE COMEDY – “House of Lies”
2006 – MALE SUPPORT – “Crash”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
2005 – MALE LEAD – “Hotel Rwanda”
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hotel Rwanda”
1996 – MALE SUPPORT – “Devil in a Blue Dress”

KRISTIN CHENOWETH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

TANAY CHHEDA
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”

DOMINIC CHIANESE
Total Actors® received: 2
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
2000 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

MICHAEL CHIKLIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MALE DRAMA – “The Shield”

ANNA CHLUMSKY
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
Total Actor® nominations: 5

NOEL KATE CHO
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Minari”

CHO YEO JEONG
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”

CHOI WOO SHIK
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”

SARITA CHOUDHURY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

JOE CHREST
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

ERIKA CHRISTENSEN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

HAYDEN CHRISTENSEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MALE SUPPORT – “Life as a House”

GWENDOLINE CHRISTIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 5

JULIE CHRISTIE
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – FEMALE LEAD – “Away From Her”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2008 – FEMALE LEAD – “Away From Her”

EKATERINA CHTCHELKANOVA
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”

JAMIE CHUNG
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE– “Lovecraft Country”

THOMAS HADEN CHURCH
Total Actors® received: 1
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sideways”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2007 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Broken Trail”
2005 – MALE SUPPORT – “Sideways”
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sideways”

JUDE CICCOLELLA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

GORDON CLAPP
Total Actors® received: 1
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “NYPD Blue”
Total Actor® nominations: 6

EMILIA CLARKE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7

JASON CLARKE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Mudbound”

SARAH CLARKE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

PATRICIA CLARKSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2019 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Sharp Objects”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”
2004 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Station Agent”
2004 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Pieces of April”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Station Agent”

ANDREW DICE CLAY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “A Star Is Born”

JILL CLAYBURGH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bridesmaids”

CHRISTIAN CLEMENSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

SIAN CLIFFORD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Fleabag”

ROBERT CLOHESSY
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

**GEORGE CLOONEY**
**Total Actors® received: 4**
**Total Actor® nominations: 13**
2012 – MALE LEAD – “The Descendants”
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Descendants”
2010 – MALE LEAD – “Up in the Air”
2008 – MALE LEAD – “Michael Clayton”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”
2006 – MALE SUPPORT – “Syriana”

**ERIC CLOSE**
**Total Actors® received: 0**
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE - “Without a Trace”

**GLENN CLOSE**
**Total Actors® received: 2**
2019 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Wife”
2005 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “The Lion in Winter”
**Total Actor® nominations: 10**
2021 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Hillbilly Elegy”
2019 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Wife”
2012 – FEMALE LEAD – “Albert Nobbs”
2005 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “The Lion in Winter”
1998 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “In the Gloaming”

**MARTIN CLUNES**
**Total Actors® received: 1**
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”

**JAMES COBURN**
**Total Actors® received: 0**
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
1999 – MALE SUPPORT – “Affliction”

**RORY COCHRANE**
**Total Actors® received: 1**
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”

**MICHAELA COEL**
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2021 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “I May Destroy You”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Total Actors® received:</th>
<th>Total Actor® nominations:</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SACHA BARON COHEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>MOTION PICTURE CAST</td>
<td>“The Trial of the Chicago 7”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MALE SUPPORT</td>
<td>“The Trial of the Chicago 7”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MOTION PICTURE CAST</td>
<td>“Les Misérables”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOTT COHEN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>DRAMA ENSEMBLE</td>
<td>“The Americans”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHYS COIRO</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>COMEDY ENSEMBLE</td>
<td>“Entourage”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEON COLE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2018,</td>
<td>COMEDY ENSEMBLE</td>
<td>“Black-ish”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARY COLE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2018,</td>
<td>COMEDY ENSEMBLE</td>
<td>“Veep”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2017,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2016,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2015,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2014,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHLOE COLEMAN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>DRAMA ENSEMBLE</td>
<td>“Big Little Lies”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DABNEY COLEMAN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2012,</td>
<td>DRAMA ENSEMBLE</td>
<td>“Boardwalk Empire”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2011,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISS COLFER</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>COMEDY ENSEMBLE</td>
<td>“Glee”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>MALE COMEDY</td>
<td>“Glee”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2012,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2013,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2012,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2010,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARGARET COLIN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>COMEDY ENSEMBLE</td>
<td>“Veep”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TONI COLLETTE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2020 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Unbelievable”
2010 – FEMALE COMEDY – “United States of Tara”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”

CLIFTON COLLINS, JR
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Capote”

OLIVIA COLMAN
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2021– FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Father”
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Fleabag”
2019 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Favourite”

ROSAL COLON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

ELLAR COLTRANE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Boyhood”

HOLLY MARIE COMBS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Picket Fences”

JODIE COMER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Killing Eve”

MICHAEL CONDRON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

JOHN ELLISON CONLEE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

KELLY CONNELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

**JENNIFER CONNELLY**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

**BILLY CONNOLLY**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

**KEVIN CONNOLLY**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

**FRANCES CONROY**
Total Actors® received: 3
2004 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Six Feet Under”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2004 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Six Feet Under”

**PADDY CONSIDINE**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In America”

**MICHAEL CONSTANTINE**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “My Big Fat Greek Wedding”

**JOSH COOKE**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

**BRADLEY COOPER**
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2019 – MALE LEAD – “A Star Is Born”
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “A Star Is Born”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
2013 – MALE LEAD – “Silver Linings Playbook”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Silver Linings Playbook”

**CHRIS COOPER**
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Capote”
2004 – MALE SUPPORT – “Seabiscuit”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Seabiscuit”
2003 – MALE SUPPORT – “Adaptation”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Adaptation”
2000 – MALE SUPPORT – “American Beauty”

DOMINIC COOPER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “An Education”

PAUL COPLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

JOHN CORBETT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “My Big Fat Greek Wedding”
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Northern Exposure”

ANNE CORBIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Northern Exposure”

PAT CORLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Murphy Brown”

ABBIE CORNISH
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”

ROBERT CORNTHWAITE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Picket Fences”

EMMA CORRIN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2

DEIRDRE COSTELLO
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

NIKOLAJ COSTER-WALDAU
Total Acts received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7

KEVIN COSTNER
Total Actors received: 2
2013 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Hatfields & McCoys”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
2017 – TV MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Hatfields & McCoys”

MARIAN COTILLARD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2008 – FEMALE LEAD – “La Vie en Rose”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nine”
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Midnight in Paris”
2013 – FEMALE LEAD – “Rust and Bone”

NICOLA COUGHLAN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

MICHAEL COUNTRYMAN
Total Actors received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

BRIAN COX
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nuremberg”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Adaptation”
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

CHARLIE COX
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

COURTENEY COX
Total Actors® received: 1
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Friends”
Total Actor® nominations: 7

LAVERNE COX
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

BRENDAN COYLE
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® Nominations: 5

JONNY COYNE
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”

BRYAN CRANSTON
Total Actors® received: 5
2017 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “All The Way”
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
Total Actor® nominations: 12
2017 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “All The Way”
2016 – MALE LEAD – “Trumbo”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Trumbo”
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”

LAVELL CRAWFORD
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”

TERRY CREWS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

DARREN CRISS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2013, 2012 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

BEN CROMPTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JAMES CROMWELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Artist”

HUME CRONYN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Marvin’s Room”

MACKENZIE CROOK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

SHREE CROOKS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”

DAVID CROSS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JOSEPH CROSS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Milk”

MARCIA CROSS
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5

ROGER CROSS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

CAMERON CROVETTI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

NICOLAS CROVETTI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

RUSSELL CROWE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 11
2020 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Loudest Voice”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “3:10 to Yuma”
2006 – MALE LEAD – “Cinderella Man”
2001 – MALE LEAD – “Gladiator”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gladiator”
2000 – MALE LEAD – “The Insider”

BILLY CRUDUP
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2020 – MALE DRAMA – “The Morning Show”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Almost Famous”

TOM CRUISE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2000 – MALE SUPPORT – “Magnolia”
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”
1997 – MALE LEAD – “Jerry Maguire”

JACKIE CRUZ
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

PENÉLOPE CRUZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2010 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Nine”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nine”
2009 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Vicky Cristina Barcelona”
2007 – FEMALE LEAD – “Volver”

RAYMOND CRUZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

VALERIE CRUZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

JON CRYER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MALE COMEDY – “Two and a Half Men”

KIERAN CULKIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

TOM CULLEN
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

JOHN CULLUM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Northern Exposure”

STEVEN CULP
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

BENEDICT CUMBERBATCH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2018 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Sherlock: The Lying Detective”
2015 – MALE LEAD – “The Imitation Game”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Imitation Game”
2015 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Sherlock: His Last Vow”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years A Slave”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”

ALAN CUMMING
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

LIAM CUNNINGHAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

KALEY CUOCO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 8

VINCENT CURATOLA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

FRANCESCA CURRAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
CATHERINE CURTIN
Total Actors® received: 2
2016, 2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2016, 2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

JANE CURTIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JAMIE LEE CURTIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “True Lies”

VONDIE CURTIS-HALL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JOHN CUSACK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels' The Butler”

ELISHA CUTHBERT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MATT CZUCHRY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

D

DANIEL DAE KIM
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

WILLEM DAFOE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2018 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Florida Project”
2001 – MALE SUPPORT – “Shadow of the Vampire”
ALAN DALE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2

JAMES BADGE DALE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2005 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

TONY DALTON
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Better Call Saul”

TIM DALY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MALE DRAMA – “The Fugitive”

TYNE DALY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MATT DAMON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2014 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Behind the Candelabra”
2010 – MALE SUPPORT – “Invictus”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Saving Private Ryan”
1998 – MALE LEAD – “Good Will Hunting”
1998 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Will Hunting”

CHARLES DANCE
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Imitation Game”
2015, 2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

MERLE DANDRIDGE
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ERIC DANE
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

CLAIRE DANES
Total Actors® received: 2
2013 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Homeland”
**Total Actor® nominations: 9**
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”

**BEN DANIELS**
Total Actors® received: 1
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**

**JEFF DANIELS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2018 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Godless”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”

**PAUL DANO**
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”
**Total Actor® nominations: 2**
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”

**TED DANSON**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Curb Your Enthusiasm”
2006 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Knights of the South Bronx”

**NATHAN DARROW**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

**KRISTIN DATTILO**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

**LARRY DAVID**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6

**JEREMY DAVIES**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Saving Private Ryan”
GEENA DAVIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Commander in Chief”

JUDY DAVIS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2000 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “A Cooler Climate”

KHRIS DAVIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Atlanta”

KRISTIN DAVIS
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5

ROMAN GRIFFIN DAVIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Jojo Rabbit”

VIOLA DAVIS
Total Actors® received: 6
2021 – FEMALE LEAD – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”
2017 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Fences”
2016, 2015 – FEMALE DRAMA – “How to Get Away with Murder”
2012 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Help”
Total Actor® nominations: 10
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”
2021 – FEMALE LEAD – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”
2017 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Fences”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Fences”
2016, 2015 – FEMALE DRAMA – “How to Get Away with Murder”
2012 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Help”
2009 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Doubt”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Doubt”

WILLIAM B. DAVIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

DANIEL DAY-LEWIS
Total Actors® received: 3
2013 – MALE LEAD – “Lincoln”
2008 – MALE LEAD – “There Will Be Blood”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lincoln”
2013 – MALE LEAD – “Lincoln”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nine”
2008 – MALE LEAD – “There Will Be Blood”

JOAQUIM DE ALMEIDA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2005 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

DANIELLA DE JESUS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

PAZ DE LA HUERTA
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

IDALIS DE LEÓN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

DREA DE MATTEO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

ROBERT DE NIRO
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Irishman”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
2013 – MALE SUPPORT – “Silver Linings Playbook”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Silver Linings Playbook”
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Marvin’s Room”
56th Annual Life Achievement Award Recipient

EMILIE DE RAVIN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

PORTIA DE ROSSI
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 6
1999 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”
SEBASTIAN DE SOUZA
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”

RUBY DEE
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “American Gangster”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2010 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “America”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”
2008 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “American Gangster”
37th Annual Life Achievement Award Recipient

ELLEN DEGENERES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 3

JONATHAN DEL ARCO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BENICIO DEL TORO
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2004 – MALE SUPPORT – “21 Grams”

KIM DELANEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 8

DANA DELANY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

LEA DELARIA
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

PATRICK DEMPSEY
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2006 – MALE DRAMA – “Grey’s Anatomy”

JOE DEMPSIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

JEFFREY DEMUNN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JUDI DENCH
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 14
2018 – FEMALE LEAD – “Victoria & Abdul”
2014 – FEMALE LEAD – “Philomena”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nine”
2007 – FEMALE LEAD – “Notes on a Scandal”
2006 – FEMALE LEAD – “Mrs. Henderson Presents”
2002 – FEMALE LEAD – “Iris”
2001 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Chocolat”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chocolat”
1999 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Shakespeare In Love”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare In Love”

CHRISTOPHER DENHAM
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”

TONY DENISON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

DAVID DENMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Office”

BRIAN DENNEHY
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman”

2001 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman”
JAMES DENTON
Total Actors® received: 2

Total Actor® nominations: 5

JOHNNY DEPP
Total Actors® received: 1

Total Actor® nominations: 5
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chocolat”

BRUCE DERN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014 – MALE LEAD – “Nebraska”

LAURA DERN
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Marriage Story”

Total Actor® nominations: 4
2020 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Marriage Story”
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”
2018 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Big Little Lies”
2009 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Recount”

DANNY DEVITO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Shorty”

SACHA DHAWAN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”

REED DIAMOND
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Goodnight and Good Luck”

CAMERON DIAZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

GUILLERMO DÍAZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Weeds”

LEONARDO DICAPRIO
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – MALE LEAD – “The Revenant”
Total Actor® nominations: 11
2016 – MALE LEAD – “The Revenant”
2012 – MALE LEAD – “J. Edgar”
2007 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Departed”
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Marvin's Room”

KIM DICKENS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

AUGUST DIEHL
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

BRIAN DIERKER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Into the Wild”

VIN DIESEL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Saving Private Ryan”

DAVEED DIGGS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Hamilton”

TAYE DIGGS
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”

GARRET DILLAHUNT
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years A Slave”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”
STEPHEN DILLANE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”

NICK DILENBURG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

ASIA KATE DILLON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

KEVIN DILLON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

MATT DILLON
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2006 – MALE SUPPORT – “Crash”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”

MELINDA DILLON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”

PETER DINKLAGE
Total Actors® received: 2
2020 – MALE DRAMA – “Game of Thrones”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
Total Actor® nominations: 16
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2004 – MALE LEAD – “The Station Agent”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Station Agent”

BRANDON J. DIRDEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Americans”

MICHELLE DOCKERY
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2013 – FEMALE LEAD – “Downton Abbey”
ERIN DOHERTY
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

COLMAN DOMINGO
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”

RON DONACHIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

MARTIN DONOVAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Weeds”

TATE DONOVAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”

PAUL DOOLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”

NATALIE DORMER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2015, 2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

RICHARD DORMER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

MICHAEL DOUGLAS
Total Actors® received: 2
2014 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Behind the Candelabra”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2014 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Behind the Candelabra”
GARY DOURDAN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4

BRAD DOURIF
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

BETH DOVER
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

ANN DOWD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”

ROBERT DOWNEY JR.
Total Actors® received: 1
2001 – MALE COMEDY – “Ally McBeal”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”
2001 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”
2001 – MALE COMEDY – “Ally McBeal”

RIGHTOR DOYLE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

KEVIN DOYLE
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 4

STEPHANIE DRAKE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

JAMIE DRAVEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Billy Elliot”

JULIE DREYFUS
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
**Total Actor® nominations:** 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

**RICHARD DREYFUSS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2002 – MALE DRAMA – “The Education of Max Bickford”
2002 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Day Reagan was Shot”

**ADAM DRIVER**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 3
2020 – MALE LEAD – “Marriage Story”
2019 – MALE SUPPORT – “BlacKkKlansman”
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “BlacKkKlansman”

**MINNIE DRIVER**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1998 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Good Will Hunting”
1998 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Will Hunting”

**KATHRYN DRYSDALE**
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

**DAVID DUCHOVNY**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2009 – MALE COMEDY – “Californication”

**ANNE DUDEK**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

**JEAN DUJARDIN**
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – MALE LEAD – “The Artist”
**Total Actor® nominations:** 2
2012 – MALE LEAD – “The Artist”
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Artist”

**OLYMPIA DUKAKIS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Armistead Maupin’s More Tales of the City”

**CLARK DUKE**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Office”
WINSTON DUKE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JESSICA FRANCES DUKES
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

FAYE DUNAWAY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MICHAEL CLARKE DUNCAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MERRIN DUNGEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

KEVIN DUNN
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

KIRSTEN DUNST
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”

PHIL DUNSTER
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ted Lasso”

JAY DUPLASS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Transparent”

GIUSTINO DURANO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Life is Beautiful”

CHARLES S. DUTTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Blind Faith”

CLEA DUVALL
Total Actors® received: 2
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”

ROBERT DUVALL
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – MALE SUPPORT – “A Civil Action”
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2015 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Judge”
2011 – MALE LEAD – “Get Low”
2007 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Broken Trail”
1999 – MALE SUPPORT – “A Civil Action”
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sling Blade”

NATALIA DYER
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

PHOEBE DYNEVOR
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

GEORGE EADS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4

CLINT EASTWOOD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BRANDO EATON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

LISA EDELSTEIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Kominsky Method”
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House”

ANTHONY EDWARDS
Total Actors® received: 6
Total Actor® nominations: 12

CHARLES EDWARDS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2

STACY EDWARDS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1998 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Chicago Hope”

ZAC EFRON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”

TARON EGERTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MALE LEAD – “Rocketman”

KURT EGYIAWAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Beasts of No Nations”

JENNIFER EHLE
Total Actors® received: 1
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”

JESSE EISENBERG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

CHIWETEL EJIOFOR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2014 – MALE LEAD – “12 Years a Slave”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”

IDRIS ELBA
Total Actors® received: 2
2016 – MALE SUPPORT – “Beasts of No Nation”
2016 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Luther”

Total Actor® nominations: 4
2016 – MALE SUPPORT – “Beasts of No Nation”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Beasts of No Nation”
2016 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Luther”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”

HÉCTOR ELIZONDO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5
1995 – MALE DRAMA – “Chicago Hope”

ALISON ELLIOTT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

CHRIS ELLIOTT
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”

Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”

DAVID JAMES ELLIOTT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Trumbo”

SAM ELLIOTT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – MALE SUPPORT – “A Star Is Born”
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “A Star Is Born”

AUNJANUE ELLIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lovecraft Country”

NELSAN ELLIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

CARY ELWES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

LISA EMERY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2019 – DRAMA – “Ozark”

**NATHALIE EMMANUEL**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6

**NOAH EMMERICH**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Americans”

**OMAR EPPS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House”

**CYNTHIA ERIVO**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – FEMALE LEAD – “Harriet”

**JENNIFER ESPOSITO**
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”

**GIANCARLO ESPOSITO**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Better Call Saul”
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”

**SUSIE ESSMAN**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

**EMILIO ESTEVEZ**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

**RUPERT EVERETT**
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”

**F**

**PATRICIA FA’ASUA**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

PATRICK FABIAN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Better Call Saul”

PETER FACINELLI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

O-T FAGBENLE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

MICHELLE FAIRLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014, 2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

EDIE FALCO
Total Actors® received: 5
Total Actor® Nominations: 22
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

DAKOTA FANNING
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2002 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “I Am Sam”

ELLE FANNING
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Trumbo”

DENNIS FARINA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Shorty”

ANNA FARIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Brokeback Mountain”

VERA FARMIGA
Total Actors® received: 0 
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2010 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Up in the Air”

MICHAEL FASSBENDER
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2016 – MALE LEAD – “Steve Jobs”
2014 – MALE SUPPORT – “12 Years a Slave”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

JOEY FATONE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “My Big Fat Greek Wedding”

JAMES FAULKNER
Total Actors® received: 0 
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

DENISE FAYE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”

ALEXANDER FEHLING
Total Actors® received: 0 
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

BEN FELDMAN
Total Actors® received: 0 
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

BEANIE FELDSTEIN
Total Actors® received: 0 
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lady Bird”

EMERALD FENNELL
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

COLM FEORE
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
FERGIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nine”

JAY R. FERGUSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JESSE TYLER FERGUSON
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 8

PRIAH FERGUSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

JERRY FERRARA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

MIGUEL FERRER
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

AMERICA FERRERA
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Ugly Betty”
Total Actor® nominations: 5

TINA FEY
Total Actors® received: 5
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”
Total Actor® nominations: 14

WILLIAM FICHTNER
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”

SALLY FIELD
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – FEMALE TV DRAMA SERIES – “Brothers & Sisters”
**Total Actor® nominations: 9**
2013 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Lincoln”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lincoln”
2001 – FEMALE DRAMA – “ER”
2001 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “David Copperfield”
2000 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “A Cooler Climate”
1995 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Forrest Gump”

**JOSEPH FIENNES**

Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
**Total Actor® nominations: 6**
2019 – MALE DRAMA – “The Handmaid’s Tale”
1999 – MALE LEAD – “Shakespeare in Love”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”

**RALPH FIENNES**

Total Actors® received: 0
**Total Actor® nominations: 4**
2009 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Bernard and Doris”

**NATHAN FILLION**

Total Actors® received: 0
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2008 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

**JESSICA BROWN FINDLAY**

Total Actors® received: 1
**Total Actor® nominations: 2**

**ASHLEY FINK**

Total Actors® received: 0
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2012 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

**FYVUSH FINKEL**

Total Actors® received: 0
**Total Actor® nominations: 3**
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

**SIOBHAN FINNERAN**

Total Actors® received: 1
**Total Actor® nominations: 2**
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
ALBERT FINNEY
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® Nominations: 3

COLIN FIRTH
Total Actors® received: 3
2011 – MALE LEAD – “The King’s Speech”
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2011 – MALE LEAD – “The King’s Speech”
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
2010 – MALE LEAD – “A Single Man”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”

JENNA FISCHER
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7

LAURENCE FISHBURNE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2018, 2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “black-ish”
2012 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Thurgood”
2007 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “Bobby”
2004 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “Mystic River”

FRANCES FISHER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ISLA FISHER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Arrested Development”

NILES FITCH
Total Actors® received: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

TARA FITZGERALD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

FIONNULA FLANAGAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

KATE FLANNERY
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Office”

JASON FLEMYNG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”

GLENN FLESHLER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

TAIT FLETCHER
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”

CALISTA FLOCKHART
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 8
1999 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”

JEROME FLYNN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

JANE FONDA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels‘ The Butler”

PETER FONDA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “3:10 to Yuma”

LYNDSY FONSECA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

AMERIGO FONTANI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Life is Beautiful”

MICHELLE FORBES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”
2003 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

COURTNEY FORD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

FAITH FORD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Murphy Brown”

ROBERT FORSTER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Descendants”

BRIAN FORTUNE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

BEN FOSTER
Total Actors® received: 1
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Six Feet Under”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “3:10 to Yuma”
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Six Feet Under”

JODIE FOSTER
Total Actors® received: 1
1995 – FEMALE LEAD – “Nell”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – FEMALE LEAD – “Nell”

BETH FOWLER
Total Actors® received: 2
2016, 2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2016, 2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”

BERNARD FOX
Total Actors® received: 0
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**

**CRYSTAL FOX**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

**JORJA FOX**
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4

**MATTHEW FOX**
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

**MICHAEL FOX**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

**MICHAEL J. FOX**
Total Actors® received: 2
2000, 1999 – MALE COMEDY SERIES – “Spin City”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2000, 1999 – MALE COMEDY SERIES – “Spin City”

**PHOEBE FOX**
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”

**RACHEL FOX**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

**JAMIE FOXX**
Total Actors® received: 1
2005 – MALE LEAD – “Ray”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2020 – MALE SUPPORT – “Just Mercy”
2005 – MALE LEAD – “Ray”
2005 – MALE SUPPORT – “Collateral”
2005 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Redemption”

**CLAIRE FOY**
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 4

CLIVE FRANCIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JAMES FRANCO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2018 – MALE LEAD – “The Disaster Artist”
2011 – MALE LEAD – “127 Hours”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Milk”
2002 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “James Dean”

NELSON FRANKLIN
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

DENNIS FRANZ
Total Actors® received: 3
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “NYPD Blue”
Total Actor® nominations: 14

ELIZABETH FRANZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman”

BRENDAN FRASER
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”

LAURA FRASER
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MARTIN FREEMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MORGAN FREEMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2005 – MALE SUPPORT – “Million Dollar Baby”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2010 – MALE LEAD – “Invictus”
2005 – MALE SUPPORT – “Million Dollar Baby”
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YVETTE FREEMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

JUDAH FRIEDLANDER
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”
Total Actor® nominations: 7

RUPERT FRIEND
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

JOANNE FROGGATT
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5

JOEL FRY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

STEPHEN FRY
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

PATRICK FUGIT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Almost Famous”

MELISSA FUMERO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

DOMINIC FUMUSA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”
NOLAN GERARD FUNK
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ALEJANDRO FURTH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

DAN FUTTERMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ELYES GABEL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

SKYLAR GAERTNER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

LADY GAGA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – FEMALE LEAD – “A Star Is Born”
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “A Star Is Born”

ASHUTOSH LOBO GAJiwALa
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”

JOHNNy GALaCKI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6

ZACH GALIFiANKiS
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”

PATRiCk GaLLAghER
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

PETER GALLAGHER
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JOSIE GALLINA
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

LUCY GALLINA
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

MICHAEL GAMBON
Total Actors® received: 2
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

JAMES GANDOLFINI
Total Actors® received: 5
Total Actor® nominations: 16
2014 – MALE SUPPORT – “Enough Said”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Shorty”

JOSEPH R. GANNASCOLI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”

VICTOR GARBER
Total Actors® received: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Milk”

AIMEE GARCIA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”
JORGE GARCIA
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

GAEL GARCÍA BERNAL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Babel”

GERMAR TERRELL GARDNER
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”

ANDREW GARFIELD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2
2017 – MALE LEAD – “Hacksaw Ridge”

JOEL GARLAND
Total Actors® received: 2
2016, 2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2016, 2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”

JEFF GARLIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JAMES GARNER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
1999 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Legalese”
1996 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Rockford Files”
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JENNIFER GARNER
Total Actors® received: 1
2005 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Alias”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Dallas Buyers Club”
2005 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Alias”
2004 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Alias”

JULIA GARNER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2021, 2019 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Ozark”
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”
JANEANE GAROFALO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The West Wing”

BRAD GARRETT
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Everybody Loves Raymond”
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2004 – MALE COMEDY – “Everybody Loves Raymond”
2003 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Gleason”

KIMMY GATEWOOD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

RAFI GAVRON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “A Star Is Born”

BAYO GBADAMOSI
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”

CYNTHIA GEARY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Northern Exposure”

BRETT GELMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Fleabag”
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

RUTH GEMMELL
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

IVY GEORGE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

BRIAN GERAGHTY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

RICHARD GERE
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2003 – MALE LEAD – “Chicago”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”

GREG GERMANN
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

RICKY GERVAIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MALE COMEDY – “Extras”

PAUL GIAMATTI
Total Actors® received: 4
2012 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Too Big To Fail”
2009 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “John Adams”
2006 – MALE SUPPORT – “Cinderella Man”
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sideways”
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Straight Outta Compton”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”
2012 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Too Big To Fail”
2009 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “John Adams”
2006 – MALE SUPPORT – “Cinderella Man”
2005 – MALE LEAD ROLE – “Sideways”
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sideways”

THOMAS GIBSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JOHN GIELGUD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shine”

MICHEL GILL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House of Cards”

AIDAN GILLEEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 4
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bohemian Rhapsody”

LAWRENCE GILLIARD JR.
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “One Night in Miami”
JARED S. GILMORE
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

BETTY GILPIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

PERI GILPIN
Total Actors® received: 1
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Frasier”
Total Actor® nominations: 10

JESSALYN GILSIG
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

ANNABETH GISH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

MICHAEL GLADIS
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JACK GLEESON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014, 2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

IAIN GLEN
Total Actors® received: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

KIMIKO GLENN
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

DANNY GLOVER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2001 – MALE TV MOVIE.MINISERIES – “Freedom Song”

DONALD GLOVER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Atlanta”

JULIAN GLOVER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2015, 2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

ADAM GODLEY
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”

JOANNA GOING
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House of Cards”

ADAM GOLDBERG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Saving Private Ryan”

SARAH GOLDBERG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

JEFF GOLDBLUM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ANNIE GOLDEN
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

HENRY GOLDING
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BRETT GOLDSTEIN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ted Lasso”

DARREN GOLDSTEIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

TONY GOLDWYN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

LAURA GOMEZ
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MICHELLE GOMEZ
Total Actor® nominations: 81

MATTHEW GOODE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Imitation Game”

CUBA GOODING JR.
Total Actors® received: 1
1997 – MALE SUPPORT – “Jerry McGuire”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels' The Butler”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”
1997 – MALE SUPPORT – “Jerry McGuire”

JOHN GOODMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Trumbo”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Artist”
2011 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “You Don’t Know Jack”
1995 – MALE COMEDY SERIES – “Roseanne”

DEIDRE GOODWIN
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”

RAVEN GOODWIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Station Agent”

JOSEPH GORDON-LEVITT
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lincoln”

ELI GOREE
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “One Night in Miami”

CHRISTOPHER GORHAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ugly Betty”

RYAN GOSLING
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2017 – MALE LEAD – “LA LA Land”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”
2008 – MALE LEAD – “Lars and the Real Girl”

ROBERT GOSSETT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

ALEXANDER GOULD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2

NOLAN GOULD
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 8

APRIL GRACE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”

MAGGIE GRACE
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

TOPHER GRACE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “BlacKkKlansman”
NICK GRACER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

HEATHER GRAHAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

LAUREN GRAHAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

STEPHEN GRAHAM
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Irishman”

KELSEY GRAMMER
Total Actors® received: 1
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Frasier”
Total Actor® nominations: 18

ALLIE GRANT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Weeds”

HUGH GRANT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2021 - MALE MOVIE/LIMITED - “The Undoing”
2019 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “A Very English Scandal”
2017 – MALE SUPPORT – “Florence Foster Jenkins”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sense and Sensibility”

RICHARD E. GRANT
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – MALE SUPPORT – “Can You Ever Forgive Me?”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

JASON GRAY-STANFORD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

SPRAGUE GRAYDEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

GRAHAM GREENE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BRUCE GREENWOOD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Capote”

JUDY GREER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Descendants”

ADRIAN GRENIER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 3

PAM GRIER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

RACHEL GRIFFITHS
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 6
1999 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Hilary and Jackie”

DAN GRIMALDI
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

SYLVESTER GROTH
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

DIANE GUERRERO
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

CARLA GUGINO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”

**PAUL GUILFOYLE**
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4

**ROBERT GUILLAUME**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Sports Night”

**ANNA GUNN**
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2014 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Breaking Bad”
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

**ARJUN GUPTA**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

**DANAI GURIRA**
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

**KRISTEN GUTOSKIE**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Handmaid’s Tale”

**LUIS GUZMAN**
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”

**JAKE GYLLENHAAL**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2015 – MALE LEAD – “Nightcrawler”
2006 – MALE SUPPORT – “Brokeback Mountain”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Brokeback Mountain”

**MAGGIE GYLLENHAAL**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2015 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Honorable Woman”

H

GENE HACKMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Shorty”

HARRY HADDEN-PATON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

BILL HADER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

LARRY HAGMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

KATHRYN HAHN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Transparent”

TONY HALE
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
Total Actor® nominations: 8

JACKIE EARLE HALEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MALE SUPPORT – “Little Children”

EVAN ARTHUR HALL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

GEORGE HALL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Remember Wenn”

MARGARET HALL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Remember Wenn”

MICHAEL C. HALL
Total Actors® received: 3
2010 – MALE DRAMA – “Dexter”
Total Actor® nominations: 15

PHILIP BAKER HALL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”

REBECCA HALL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ROBERT DAVID HALL
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® Nominations: 4

LISA GAY HAMILTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

NICHOLAS HAMILTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”

VICTORIA HAMILTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JON HAMM
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 12
ARMIE HAMMER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2012 – MALE SUPPORT – “J. Edgar”

EMILY HAMPSHIRE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”

JAMES HAMPTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sling Blade”

YERI HAN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Minari”

MACKENZIE HANCSICSKA
Total Actors® received: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This is Us”

COLIN HANKS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

TOM HANKS
Total Actors® received: 2
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”
1995 – MALE LEAD – ”Forrest Gump”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2020 – MALE SUPPORT – “A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood”
2014 – MALE LEAD – “Captain Phillips”
2001 – MALE LEAD – “Cast Away”
1999 – MALE LEAD – “Saving Private Ryan”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Saving Private Ryan”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”
1995 – MALE LEAD – “Forrest Gump”

DAVID HARBOUR
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2020, 2018 – MALE DRAMA – “Stranger Things”

MARCIA GAY HARDEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Into the Wild”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Mystic River”

MELORA HARDIN
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 3

BEN HARDY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bohemian Rhapsody”

DAVID HAREWOOD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

MARISKA HARGITAY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6

KIT HARINGTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7

ANGIE HARMON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

MARK HARMON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MICHAEL J. HARNEY
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

TESS HARPER
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”

WOODY HARRELSON
Total Actors® received: 2
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>MALE SUPPORT</td>
<td>“Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>MOTION PICTURE CAST</td>
<td>“Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>MALE DRAMA</td>
<td>“True Detective”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>MALE MOVIE/LIMITED</td>
<td>“Game Change”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>MALE SUPPORT</td>
<td>“The Messenger”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>MOTION PICTURE CAST</td>
<td>“No Country for Old Men”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>MALE LEAD</td>
<td>“The People vs. Larry Flynt”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LAURA HARRIER**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “BlacKkKlansman”

**DESMOND HARRINGTON**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 4  

**CYNTHIA HARRIS**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
1998 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Mad About You”

**ED HARRIS**
Total Actors® received: 2  
1996 – MALE SUPPORT – “Apollo 13”  
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”  
Total Actor® nominations: 10  
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”  
2013 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Game Change”  
2006 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Empire Falls”  
2003 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Hours”  
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”  
1997 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Riders of the Purple Sage”  
1996 – MALE SUPPORT – “Apollo 13”  
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”  
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

**JADA HARRIS**
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lovecraft Country”

**JARED HARRIS**
Total Actors® received: 1  
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”  
Total Actor® Nominations: 6  
2020 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Chernobyl”  
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”

**LAURA HARRIS**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2003 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”
NAOMIE HARRIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2017 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Moonlight”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moonlight”

RICHARD HARRIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gladiator”

STEVE HARRIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

KELVIN HARRISON JR.
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”

MÝA HARRISON
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”

AARON HART
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

ROXANNE HART
Total Actors® received:0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JUSTIN HARTLEY
Total Actors® received: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE -“This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE -“This Is Us”

ERIK LARAY HARVEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

TERI HATCHER
Total Actors® received: 3
2005 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Desperate Housewives”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2005—FEMALE COMEDY – “Desperate Housewives”

ANNE HATHAWAY
Total Actors® received: 1
2013—FEMALE SUPPORT – “Les Misérables”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2013—FEMALE SUPPORT – “Les Misérables”
2013—MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Les Misérables”
2009—FEMALE LEAD — “Rachel Getting Married”
2006—MOTION PICTURE CAST — “Brokeback Mountain”

PAUL WALTER HAUSER
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021—MOTION PICTURE CAST — “Da 5 Bloods”

ETHAN HAWKE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2021—MALE MOVIE/LIMITED — “The Good Lord Bird”
2015—MALE SUPPORT — “Boyhood”
2015—MOTION PICTURE CAST — “Boyhood”
2002—MALE SUPPORT — “Training Day”

MAYA HAWKE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020—DRAMA ENSEMBLE — “Stranger Things”

JOHN HAWKES
Total Actors® received: 1
2018—MOTION PICTURE CAST— “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2018—MOTION PICTURE CAST— “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2013—MALE LEAD — “The Sessions”
2011—MALE SUPPORT — “Winter’s Bone”
2008—MOTION PICTURE CAST — “American Gangster”
2005—DRAMA ENSEMBLE SERIES — “Deadwood”

COREY HAWKINS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019—MOTION PICTURE CAST — “BlacKkKlansman”
2016—MOTION PICTURE CAST — “Straight Outta Compton”

SALLY HAWKINS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018—FEMALE LEAD — “The Shape of Water”

SALMA HAYEK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003—FEMALE LEAD — “Frida”
ISAAC HAYES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hustle & Flow”

SEAN HAYES
Total Actors® received: 4
2001 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Will & Grace”
Total Actor® nominations: 13
2003 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Martin & Lewis”

DENNIS HAYSBERT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

SCOTT HAZE
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Minari”

LENA HEADEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7

CHARLIE HEATON
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

PATRICIA HEATON
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Everybody Loves Raymond”
Total Actor® nominations: 13

DAN HEDAYA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Marvin’s Room”

LUCAS HEDGES
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lady Bird”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2017 – MALE SUPPORT – “Manchester by the Sea”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Manchester by the Sea”
GARRETT HEDLUND
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Mudbound”

KATHERINE HEIGL
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

SIMON HELBERG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6

MARG HELGENBERGER
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4

ED HELMS
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – The Office
Total Actor® nominations: 6

ISAAC HEMPSTEAD WRIGHT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

LUKE HEMSWORTH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”

JOSH HENDERSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

STEPHEN MCKINLEY HENDERSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lady Bird”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Fences”

CHRISTINA HENDRICKS
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 6

BRAD WILLIAM HENKE
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JILL HENNESSEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

BRIAN TYREE HENRY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Atlanta”

TARAJI P. HENSON
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
2009 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hustle & Flow”

KATHARINE HEPBURN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “One Christmas”

FAITHE HERMAN
Total Actors® received: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

PAUL HERMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”

EDWARD HERRMANN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

BARBARA HERSCHEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Black Swan”

GRANT HESLOV
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”
FREDDIE HIGHMORE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BERNARD HILL
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3

CONLETH HILL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

DULÉ HILL
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 6

JONAH HILL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MALE SUPPORT – “Moneyball”

STEVEN HILL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7

CHERYL HINES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

GREGORY HINES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Bojangles”

MARIN HINKLE
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

EMILE HIRSCH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Milk”
2008 – MALE LEAD – “Into The Wild”

**JUDD HIRSCH**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

**KRISTOFER HIVJU**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

**ALDIS HODGE**
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
Total Actor® Nominations: 3
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “One Night in Miami”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Straight Outta Compton”

**DOUGLAS HODGE**
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”

**DUSTIN HOFFMAN**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

**PHILIP SEYMOUR HOFFMAN**
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – MALE LEAD – “Capote”
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2009 – MALE SUPPORT – “Doubt”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Doubt”
2006 – MALE LEAD – “Capote”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Capote”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Almost Famous”
2000 – MALE LEAD – “Flawless”
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”

**GABY HOFFMANN**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Transparent”

**HAL HOLBROOK**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lincoln”
2008 – MALE SUPPORT – “Into the Wild”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Into the Wild”
LAURIE HOLDEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Americans”

ANDRÉ HOLLAND
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moonlight”

TOM HOLLANDER
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bohemian Rhapsody”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

JOSH HOLLOWAY
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

LAUREN HOLLY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

IAN HOLM
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3

CARSON HOLMES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

TINA HOLMES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Six Feet Under”

LESLIE HOPE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

ANTHONY HOPKINS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2021 – MALE LEAD – “The Father”
2019 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “King Lear”
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”
1998 – MALE SUPPORT – “Amistad”
1996 – MALE LEAD – “Nixon”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

TOM HOPPER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

MONICA HORAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

RUSSELL HORNSBY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Fences”

JANE HORROCKS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2
1999 – FEMALE LEAD – “Little Voice”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Voice”

BOB HOSKINS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

NINA HOSS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

DJIMON HOUNSOU
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In America”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gladiator”

MIKE HOUSTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

BRYCE DALLAS HOWARD
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2017 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Black Mirror”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>TERRENCE HOWARD</strong></th>
<th>Total Actors® received: 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Actor® nominations: 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels’ The Butler”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hustle &amp; Flow”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>RON HOWARD</strong></th>
<th>Total Actors® received: 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Actor® nominations: 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Arrested Development”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>KIRBY HOWELL-BAPTISTE</strong></th>
<th>Total Actors® received: 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Actor® nominations: 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>THOMAS HOWES</strong></th>
<th>Total Actors® received: 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Actor® nominations: 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>STEPHANIE HSU</strong></th>
<th>Total Actors® received: 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Actor® nominations: 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NICHOLAS HOULT</strong></th>
<th>Total Actors® nominations: 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021 – MALE COMEDY – “The Great”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SOFIA HUBLITZ</strong></th>
<th>Total Actors® received: 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Actor® nominations: 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>JENNIFER HUDSON</strong></th>
<th>Total Actors® received: 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Actor® nominations: 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Dreamgirls”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>KATE HUDSON</strong></th>
<th>Total Actors® received: 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Actor® nominations: 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nine”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Almost Famous”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Almost Famous”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **JON HUERTAS** |
Total Actors® received: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

ZANE HUETT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

FELICITY HUFFMAN
Total Actors® received: 3
2006 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Desperate Housewives”

Total Actor® Nominations: 10
2017 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “American Crime”
2006 – FEMALE LEAD – “Transamerica”
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Sports Night”

MICHELI HUISMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2017, 2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

STEVE HUISON
Total Actors® received: 1

Total Actor® nominations: 1

BONNIE HUNT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BRENDAN HUNT
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ted Lasso”

FLORENCE HUNT
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

HELEN HUNT
Total Actors® received: 2
1998 – FEMALE LEAD – “As Good as it Gets”
1995 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Mad About You”

Total Actor® nominations: 11
2013 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Sessions”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”
1998 – FEMALE LEAD – “As Good as it Gets”
HOLLY HUNTER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2018 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Big Sick”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Sick”
2014 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Top of the Lake”
2004 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Thirteen”

WILLIAM HURT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Into the Wild”

ANJELICA HUSTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
1996 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Crossing Guard”

DANNY HUSTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JACK HUSTON
Total Actors® received: 2
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”

JOSH HUTCHERSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Kids are All Right”

DOUG HUTCHISON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

DANIEL HUTTLESTONE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JONATHAN HYDE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

SARAH HYLAND
Total Actors® received: 4

Total Actor® nominations: 8

LOUIS HYNES
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”

JACKY IDO
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglorious Bastards”

Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglorious Bastards”

RENÉ IFRAH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

ROBERT ILER
Total Actors® received: 2

Total Actor® Nominations: 7

MARTINS IMHANGBE
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

MICHAEL IMPERIOLI
Total Actors® received: 1

Total Actor® nominations: 8
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “One Night in Miami”

CELIA IMRIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MARK INDELICATO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

DANIEL INGS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
LAURA INNES
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5

MICHAEL IRBY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

JEREMY IRONS
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Elizabeth I”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2010 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Georgia O’Keeffe”
2007 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Elizabeth I”

AMY IRVING
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

SAMANTHA ISLER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”

AZHARUDDIN MOHAMMED ISMAIL
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”

GREGORY ITZIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

ŽELJKO IVANEK
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”

MARK IVANIR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

ANDREY IVCHENKO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
J

HUGH JACKMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JOSHUA JACKSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

PHILIP JACKSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Voice”

SAMUEL L. JACKSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – MALE SUPPORT – “Pulp Fiction”

O’SHEA JACKSON, JR.
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Straight Outta Compton”

YASHA JACKSON
Total Actor® nominations: 1

DEREK JACOBI
Total Actors® received: 2
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gladiator”

LENNY JACOBSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

PETER JACOBSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”
RAZA JAFFREY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

SAKINA JAFFREY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House of Cards”

BRIAN D’ARCY JAMES
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”

LILY JAMES
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

ROBERT JAMES-COLLIER
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5

THOMAS JANE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ALLISON JANNEY
Total Actors® received: 7
2018 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “I, Tonya”
Total Actor® nominations: 17
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bombshell”
2018 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “I, Tonya”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”

RICKY JAY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”
MARIANNE JEAN-BAPTISTE  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Without a Trace”

BILLY JENKINS  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  

MAX JENKINS  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2021 — COMEDY ENSEMBLE — “Dead to Me”

RICHARD JENKINS  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 4  
2018 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Shape of Water”  
2009 – MALE LEAD – “The Visitor”  
2002 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Six Feet Under”

ASHLEY JENSEN  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  

KEN JEONG  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  

RUBY JERINS  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

JHARREL JEROME  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  
2020 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “When They See Us”  
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moonlight”

CLAUDIA JESSE  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

MICHAEL JETER  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  

TOHEEB JIMOH  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ted Lasso”
SCARLETT JOHANSSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2020 – FEMALE LEAD – “Marriage Story”
2020 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Jojo Rabbit”
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Jojo Rabbit”

VICKY JEUDY
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

KEVIN L. JOHNSON
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

PENNY JOHNSON JERALD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

REBEKKA JOHNSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

KRISTEN JOHNSTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
1997 – FEMALE COMEDY – “3rd Rock from the Sun”

SUE JOHNSTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

JOEL JOHNSTONE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”

ANGELINA JOLIE
Total Actors® received: 2
2000 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Girl, Interrupted”
1999 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Gia”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2009 – FEMALE LEAD – “Changeling”
2008 – FEMALE LEAD – “A Mighty Heart”
2000 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Girl, Interrupted”
1999 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Gia”

BRUCE JONES
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

CALEB LANDRY JONES
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Out”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”

CHERRY JONES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Transparent”

DOT-MARIE JONES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

FELICITY JONES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JAMES EARL JONES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – LEAD MALE – “Cry, the Beloved Country”
45th Annual Life Achievement Award Recipient

JANUARY JONES
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 5

JASON JONES
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JEFFREY JONES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

RON CEPHAS JONES
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

SHIRLEY JONES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

TATTIAWNA JONES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Handmaid’s Tale”

TOBY JONES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

TOMMY LEE JONES
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2013 – MALE SUPPORT – “Lincoln”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”
2013 – MALE SUPPORT – “Lincoln”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lincoln”
2008 – MALE SUPPORT – “No Country for Old Men”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”

KATHRYN JOOSTEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MICHAEL B. JORDAN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

RAÚL JULIÁ
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JUNG HYEON JUN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”

JUNG ZISO
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”
JANE KACZMAREK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2
2003, 2001 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Malcolm in the Middle”

MADELINE KAHN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

MINDY KALING
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7

JOAQUINA KALUKANGO
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “One Night in Miami”

DANIEL KALUUYA
Total Actors® received: 2
2021 – MALE SUPPORT – “Judas and The Black Messiah”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2021 – MALE SUPPORT – “Judas and The Black Messiah”
2018 – MALE LEAD – “Get Out”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Out”

ANIL KAPOOR
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”

KELLY KARBACZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

VINCENT KARTHEISER
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 6

CODY KASCH
Total Actors® received: 1
2005 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2005 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”
NIMRAT KAUR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – "Homeland"

PAUL KAYE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – "Game of Thrones"

LAINIE KAZAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “My Big Fat Greek Wedding”

ZOE KAZAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Sick”

NASHAWNE KEARSE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

DIANE KEATON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2004 – FEMALE LEAD – “Something’s Gotta Give”
1997 – FEMALE LEAD – “Marvin’s Room”
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Marvin’s Room”

MICHAEL KEATON
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”

PHILLIP P. KEENE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

CATHERINE KEENER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Out”
2008 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Into the Wild”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Into the Wild”
2006 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Capote”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Capote”

JOE KEERY
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

HARVEY KEITEL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Irishman”

FLORENCE KEITH-ROACH
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”

SIBEL KEKILLI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

ELIJAH KELLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”

MALCOLM DAVID KELLEY
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

DAVID KELLY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MICHAEL KELLY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MOIRA KELLY
Total Actors® received: 1
2001 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The West Wing”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The West Wing”

ELLIE KEMPER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 7
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bridesmaids”

ANNA KENDRICK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Up in the Air”

MARIA DOYLE KENNEDY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

PATRICK KENNEDY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

LEILA KENZLE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

KEEGAN-MICHAEL KEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Key and Peele”

SIMBI KHALI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

IRRIFAN KHAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”

AYUSH MAHESH KHEDEKAR
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”

ANUPAM KHER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Sick”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Silver Linings Playbook”

NICOLE KIDMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/ LIMITED – “Big Little Lies”
**Total Actor® nominations: 14**

- 2021 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Undoing”
- 2020 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Bombshell”
- 2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bombshell”
- 2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”
- 2018 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/ LIMITED – “Big Little Lies”
- 2017 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Lion”
- 2016 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Grace of Monaco”
- 2013 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Paperboy”
- 2013 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Hemingway & Gellhorn”
- 2011 – FEMALE LEAD – “Rabbit Hole”
- 2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nine”
- 2003 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Hours”
- 2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”
- 2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moulin Rouge”

**RYA KIHLSTEDT**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

**RINKO KIKUCHI**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  
2007 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Babel”  
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Babel”

**ALAN KIM**
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Minari”

**YUNJIN KIM**
Total Actors® received: 1  
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

**CHARLES KIMBROUGH**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Murphy Brown”

**RICHARD KIND**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Mad About You”

**JOEY KING**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  

**REGINA KING**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
BEN KINGSLEY
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Anne Frank”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2016 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Tut”
2002 – MALE SUPPORT – “Sexy Beast”

ALEX KINGSTON
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® Nominations: 4

GREG KINNEAR
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “Little Miss Sunshine”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2012 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Kennedys”
2007 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “Little Miss Sunshine”
1998 – MALE SUPPORTING ROLE – “As Good as It Gets”

RORY KINNEAR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Imitation Game”

ANGELA KINSEY
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7

BRENT KINSMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

SHANE KINSMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

VANESSA KIRBY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2021 – FEMALE LEAD – “Pieces of a Woman”

NINA KIRI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JUSTIN KIRK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2004 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Angels in America”

DIEGO KLATTENHOFF
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

MARIANA KLAVENO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

KEVIN KLINE
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “As You Like It”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2010 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Great Performances: Cyrano de Bergerac”
2008 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “As You Like It”

T.R. KNIGHT
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

WAYNE KNIGHT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

KEIRA KNIGHTLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2015 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Imitation Game”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Imitation Game”

BEYONCE KNOWLES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

SIDSE BABETT KNUDSEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”

SEBASTIAN KOCH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – "Homeland"

ELIAS KOTEAS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – "The Curious Case of Benjamin Button"

JANE KRAKOWSKI
Total Actors® received: 2
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”
1999 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”
Total Actor® nominations: 11

JOHN KRASINSKI
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 8

PETER KRAUSE
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Sports Night”

JASON KRAVITS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Practice”

LENNY KRAVITZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels’ The Butler”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Precious”

ZOË KRAVITZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

DIANE KRUGER
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2010 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Inglourious Basterds”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

DAVID KRUMHOLTZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

LISA KUDROW
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 12
2000 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Friends”
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Friends”
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Mad About You”

MILA KUNIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2011 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Black Swan”
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Black Swan”

SWOOSIE KURTZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Sisters”

ASHTON KUTCHER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

RYAN KWANTEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

SHIA LABEOUF
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

ANTHONY LACIURA
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JAKE LACY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Office”

CHRISTINE LAHTI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2005 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Jack & Bobby”

JULIE LAKE
Total Actors® received: 2
2017, 2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

LÂM NGUYỄN NGỌC
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”

LÊ Y LAN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”

JAMES LANCE
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ted Lasso”

MARTIN LANDAU
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

AMY LANDECKER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Transparent”

DIANE LANE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Trumbo”
2012 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Cinema Verite”
2003 – FEMALE LEADING ROLE – “Unfaithful”

NATHAN LANE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1997 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Birdcage”

JESSICA LANGE
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – FEMALE DRAMA – “American Horror Story”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2018 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/ MINISERIES – “Feud: Bette and Joan”
2014 – FEMALE DRAMA – “American Horror Story: Coven”
2012 – FEMALE DRAMA – “American Horror Story”
2010 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Grey Gardens”

**FRANK LANGELLA**
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”
2009 – MALE LEAD – “Frost/Nixon”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”

**ANGELA LANSBURY**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Murder, She Wrote”
33rd Annual Life Achievement Award Recipient

**ANTHONY LAPAGLIA**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Without a Trace”

**LAUREN LAPKUS**
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”

**JOHN LARROQUETTE**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

**SAMUEL LARSEN**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

**BRIE LARSON**
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – FEMALE LEAD – “Room”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – FEMALE LEAD – “Room”

**ERIQ LASALLE**
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 7

**ASHLEIGH LaTHROP**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Handmaid’s Tale”
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Kominsky Method”

QUEEN LATIFAH
Total Actors® received: 3
2016 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Bessie”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2016 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Bessie”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”
2003 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Chicago”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”

JOY LAUREN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

MELANIE LAURENT
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

HUGH LAURIE
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House”

JUDE LAW
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JENNIFER LAWRENCE
Total Actors® received: 2
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – ”American Hustle”
2013 – FEMALE LEAD – “Silver Linings Playbook”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2014 – FEMALE SUPPORT – ”American Hustle”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – ”American Hustle”
2013 – FEMALE LEAD – ”Silver Linings Playbook”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – ”Silver Linings Playbook”
2011 – FEMALE LEAD – ”Winter’s Bone”

SHARON LAWRENCE
Total Actors® received: 1
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “NYPD Blue”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
1996 – FEMALE DRAMA – “NYPD Blue”

**CLORIS LEACHMAN**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2007 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Mrs. Harris”
2005 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Spanglish”

**MATT LEBLANC**
Total Actors® received: 1
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Friends”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2003 – MALE COMEDY – “Friends”

**HEATH LEDGER**
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Dark Knight”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2009 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Dark Knight”
2006 – MALE LEAD – “Brokeback Mountain”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Brokeback Mountain”

**ABBYE LEE**
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lovecraft Country”

**C.S. LEE**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

**CHRISTOPHER LEE**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

**GWILYM LEE**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bohemian Rhapsody”

**JASON LEE**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2007, 2006 – MALE COMEDY – “My Name is Earl”
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “My Name is Earl”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Almost Famous”

**LEE JUNG EUN**
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”
REX LEE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

LEE SUN KYUN
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”

ALLEN LEECH
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bohemian Rhapsody”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Imitation Game”

JANE LEEVES
Total Actors® received: 1
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Frasier”
Total Actor® nominations: 11
2011 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Hot in Cleveland”

JAMES LE GROS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”

JOHN LEGUIZAMO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moulin Rouge”

CHYLER LEIGH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”

JACK LEMMON
Total Actors® received: 1
2000 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Oprah Winfrey Presents: Tuesdays with Morrie”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2000 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Oprah Winfrey Presents: Tuesdays with Morrie”

VANESSA LENGIES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

HARRY LENNIX
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MELISSA LEO
Total Actors® received: 1
2011 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Fighter”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”
2011 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Fighter”
2009 – FEMALE LEAD – “Frozen River”

ROBERT SEAN LEONARD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House”

LOGAN LERMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “3:10 to Yuma”

ROSE LESLIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

ANTON LESSER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

JARED LETO
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – MALE SUPPORT – “Dallas Buyers Club”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2021 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Little Things”
2014 – MALE SUPPORT – “Dallas Buyers Club”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Dallas Buyers Club”

TRACY LETTS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lady Bird”

ZACHARY LEVI
Total Actors® received: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”

TED LEVINE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”

**DANIEL LEVY**
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2021 – MALE COMEDY – “Schitt’s Creek”
2021, 2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”

**EUGENE LEVY**
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2021 – MALE COMEDY – “Schitt’s Creek”
2021, 2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”

**SARAH LEVY**
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”

**DAMIAN LEWIS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – "Once Upon a Time… in Hollywood"
2013 – MALE DRAMA – “Homeland”

**GARY LEWIS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Billy Elliot”

**JENIFER LEWIS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

**JULIETTE LEWIS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”

**NORM LEWIS**
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”

**RICHARD LEWIS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Curb Your Enthusiasm”

**SELENIS LEYVA**
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

MELANIE LIBURD
Total Actors® received: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

PAUL LIEBERSTEIN
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7

JUDITH LIGHT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Transparent”
2008 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ugly Betty”

MATTHEW LILLARD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Descendants”

EVANGELINE LILLY
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

HEATHER LIND
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

DELROY LINDO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Shorty”

HAMISH LINKLATER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”

LORELEI LINKLATER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Boyhood”
LAURA LINNEY
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “John Adams”
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2021, 2019, 2018 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Ozark”
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”
2009 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “John Adams”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Mystic River”
2001 – FEMALE LEAD – “You Can Count On Me”

RAY LIOTTA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2016 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Texas Rising”

JOHN LITHGOW
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 10
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bombshell”
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”
2001 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Don Quixote”

LUCY LIU
Total Actors® received: 2
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
1999 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
2000 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Ally McBeal”

RON LIVINGSTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

JOHN BEDFORD LLOYD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Remember Wenn”

SABRINA LLOYD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Sports Night”

JOE LO TRUGLIO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

PHYLLIS LOGAN
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5

LINDSAY LOHAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

GIULIANA LOJODICE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Life is Beautiful”

LOUIS LOMBARDI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

DOMENICK LOMBARDOZZI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2015, 2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

MATT LONG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

TREVOR LONG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

EVA LONGORIA
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5

TANVI GANESH LONKAR
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”

JENNIFER LOPEZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Hustlers”
SOPHIA LOREN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nine”

JULIA LOUIS-DREYFUS
Total Actors® received: 9
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
Total Actor® nominations: 21

ROB LOWE
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2014 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Killing Kennedy”

TODD LOWE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

CAREY LOWELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

CHRIS LOWELL
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2019, 2018 – ENSEMBLE COMEDY – “GLOW”

LISA LU
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JOSH LUCAS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MATT LUCAS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bridesmaids”
DIEGO LUNA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Milk”

JOHN LUTZ
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

JANE LYNCH
Total Actors® received: 2
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
2011 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Glee”

JOHN CARROLL LYNCH
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”

SUSAN LYNCH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST “Waking Ned Devine”

NATASHA LYONNE
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 3

NOLAN LYONS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

M

ERIC MABIUS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

BERNIE MAC
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MALE COMEDY – “The Bernie Mac Show”

PETER MACDISSI
Total Actors® received: 1
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Six Feet Under”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Six Feet Under”

KELLY MACDONALD
Total Actors® received: 4
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “No Country for Old Men”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

MATTHEW MACFADYEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JUSTINA MACHADO
Total Actors® received: 1
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Six Feet Under”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

GEORGE MacKAY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”

PETER MACKENZIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

ANTHONY MACKIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

KYLE MACLACHLAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

SHIRLEY MACLAINE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Coco Chanel”

PETER MACNICOL
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”
Total Actor® nominations: 9
1996, 1995 — DRAMA ENSEMBLE — “Chicago Hope”

WILLIAM H. MACY
Total Actors® received: 4
2003 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Door to Door”
Total Actor® nominations: 12
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”
2007 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Nightmares & Dreamscapes”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Seabiscuit”
2003 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Door to Door”
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”
1997 – MALE SUPPORT – “Fargo”

RICHARD MADDEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014, 2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

HEMKY MADERA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Weeds”

JESSICA MADSEN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

VIRGINIA MADSEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sideways”
2005 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Sideways”
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sideways”

JOHN MAGARO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”

JEREMY MAGUIRE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Modern Family”

TOBEY MAGUIRE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Seabiscuit”

JOHN MAHONEY
Total Actors® received: 1
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Frasier”
Total Actor® nominations: 10

JONATHAN MAJORS
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lovecraft Country”
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”

ROMANY MALCO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Weeds”

PAULA MALCOMSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

RAMI MALEK
Total Actors® received: 1
2019 – MALE LEAD – “Bohemian Rhapsody”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2019 – MALE LEAD – “Bohemian Rhapsody”
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bohemian Rhapsody”
2017, 2016 – MALE DRAMA – “Mr. Robot”

WENDIE MALICK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Hot in Cleveland”

JOSHUA MALINA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Sports Night”

JOHN MALKOVICH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1995 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Heart of Darkness”

JENA MALONE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Into the Wild”
1997 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Bastard Out of Carolina”

ZOSIA MAMET
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JASON MAMOA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

MICHAEL MANDO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Better Call Saul”

COSTAS MANDYLOR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

CAMRYN MANHEIM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

SUNITA MANI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

TARYN MANNING
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hustle & Flow”

WILLIAM MAPOTHER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In the Bedroom”

ROONEY MARA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Carol”

NANCY MARCHAND
Total Actors® received: 1
2000 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2000 – FEMALE DRAMA – “The Sopranos”

DAVID MARCIANO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”
JULIANNA MARGULIES
Total Actors® received: 8
Total Actor® nominations: 19

MOZHAN MARNÔ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House of Cards”

MARC MARON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”
2018 – MALE COMEDY – “GLOW”

FAYE MARSAY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

JAMES MARSDEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Dead to Me”
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels’ The Butler”
2014 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”

AUDREY GRACE MARSHALL
Total Actor® nominations: 1

E.G. MARSHALL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Chicago Hope”

ANDREA MARTIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “My Big Fat Greek Wedding”

JESSE L. MARTIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5
KELLIE MARTIN
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “ER”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

MARSAI MARTIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MARGO MARTINDALE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Americans”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”

ELIZABETH MARVEL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House of Cards”

TATIANA MASLANY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Orphan Black”

GATEN MATARAZZO
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

SAMANTHA MATHIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “How to Make an American Quilt”

MARLEE MATLIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Picket Fences”

GRiffin MATTHEWS
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JAYMA MAYS
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

DEBI MAZAR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Entourage”

JOE MAZZELLO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bohemian Rhapsody”

RACHEL MCADAMS
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2016 – FEMALE SUPPORT IN A MOTION PICTURE – “Spotlight”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Midnight in Paris”

JACK MCBRAYER
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”
Total Actor® nominations: 7

SIMON MCBURNEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

RORY MCCANN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

MELISSA MCCARTHY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2019 – FEMALE LEAD – “Can You Ever Forgive Me?”
2012 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Bridesmaids”
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bridesmaids”

SAM MCCARTHY
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 — COMEDY ENSEMBLE — “Dead to Me”

TOM MCCARTHY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”

MALCOLM MCCDOWELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actors® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bombshell”

LEROY McCLAIN
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”

MATTHEW MCCONAUGHEY
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – MALE LEAD – “Dallas Buyers Club”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2015 – MALE DRAMA – “True Detective”
2014 – MALE LEAD – “Dallas Buyers Club”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Dallas Buyers Club”

ERIC MCCORMACK
Total Actors® received: 1
2001 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Will & Grace”
Total Actor® nominations: 5

MARY MCCORMACK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

PAUL MCCRANE
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “ER”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JAMES MCDANIEL
Total Actors® received: 1
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “NYPD Blue”
Total Actor® nominations: 6

DYLAN MCDERMOTT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

AUDRA MCDONALD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Lady Day at Emerson’s Bar & Grill”

NEAL MCDONOUGH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

FRANCES MCDORMAND
Total Actors® received: 4
2018 – FEMALE LEAD – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
1997 – FEMALE LEAD – “Fargo”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2021 – FEMALE LEAD – “Nomadland”
2018 – FEMALE LEAD – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2006 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “North County”
2001 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Almost Famous”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Almost Famous”
1997 – FEMALE LEAD – “Fargo”

MICHAEL MCELHATTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

IAN MCELHINNEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

LUKE MCEWAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

JACK MCGEE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BORIS MCGIVER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

MOLLY MCGLYNN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

MATT MCGORRY
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

ELIZABETH MCGOVERN
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5

EWAN MCGREGOR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moulin Rouge”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Voice”
KEVIN MCHALE
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

LIZZY McINNERNY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ROXANNE MCKEE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

IAN MCKELLEN
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5
1999 – MALE LEAD – “Gods and Monsters”

THOMASIN MCKENZIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Jojo Rabbit”

KATE MCKINNON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bombshell”

JOEL MCKINNON MILLER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

CALEB MCLAUGHLIN
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

WENDI MCLENDON-COVEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bridesmaids”

JAMES McMENAMIN
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

MICHAEL MCMILLIAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

SCOOT MCNAIRY
Total Actors® received: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”

GERALD MCRANEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House of Cards”
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

IAN MCSHANE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”
2006 – MALE DRAMA – “Deadwood”

SOPHIE MCSHERA
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5

JANET MCTEER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 4
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE– “Ozark”
2012 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Albert Nobbs”
2000 – FEMALE LEAD – “Tumbleweeds”

DECLAN & RORY MCTIGUE
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

JEFF MEACHAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

DENIS MENOCHET
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
JUSTIN MENTELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Boston Legal”

TOBIAS MENZIES
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

STEPHEN MERCHANT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Jojo Rabbit”

S. EPATHA MERKERSON
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Lackawanna Blues”
Total Actor® nominations: 10
2006 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Lackawanna Blues”

CHRIS MESSINA
Total Actors® received: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”

DEBRA MESSING
Total Actors® received: 1
2001 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Will & Grace”
Total Actor® nominations: 8

LAURIE METCALF
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2018 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Lady Bird”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lady Bird”
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

JESSE METCALFE
Total Actors® received: 1
2005 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2005 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

SVETLANA METKINA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”
CHRIS METZ
Total Actors® received: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

MATTHEW T. METZLER
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”

PHILIP MCGINLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

JUSTINE MICELI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

LEA MICHELE
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

MICHAEL MICHIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

ANDY MILDEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Weeds”

BEN MILES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ELAINE MILES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Northern Exposure”

TOMAS MILIAN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BEN MILLER
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

**JONNY LEE MILLER**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

**PENÉLOPE ANN MILLER**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Artist”

**DUSTIN MILLIGAN**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”

**MATT MILNE**
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

**MAX MINGHELLA**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Handmaid’s Tale”

**LIZA MINNELLI**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Arrested Development”

**HELEN MIRREN**
Total Actors® received: 5
2014 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Phil Spector”
2007 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Queen”
2007 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Elizabeth I”
2002 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Gosford Park”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 13
2016 – FEMALE LEAD – “Woman in Gold”
2016 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Trumbo”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Trumbo”
2014 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Phil Spector”
2013 – FEMALE LEAD – “Hitchcock”
2010 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Last Station”
2007 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Queen”
2007 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Elizabeth I”
2003 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Door to Door”
2002 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Gosford Park”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
SUSAN MISNER
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”

RADHA MITCHEL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JASON MITCHELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Mudbound”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Straight Outta Compton”

RHONA MITRA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Boston Legal”

MADHUR MITTAL
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”

RJ MITTE
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

MO’NIQUE
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Precious: Based on the Novel 'Push' by Sapphire”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2010 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Precious: Based on the Novel 'Push' by Sapphire”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Precious: Based on the Novel 'Push' by Sapphire”

MATTHEW MODINE
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

D.W. MOFFETT
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MIKE MOH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

NICK MOHAMMED
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ted Lasso”

GRETCHEL MOL
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Manchester By The Sea”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “3:10 to Yuma”

ALFRED MOLINA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “An Education”
2003 – MALE SUPPORT – “Frida”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chocolat”
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”

JANEL MOLONEY
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 6

JANELLE MONÁE
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moonlight”

DOMINIC MONAGHAN
Total Actors® received: 2
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

CORY MONTEITH
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

DACRE MONTGOMERY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

POPPY MONTGOMERY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Without a Trace”

ADRIENNE C. MOORE
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

DEMI MOORE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

JOSHUA LOGAN MOORE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

JULIANNE MOORE
Total Actors® received: 2
2015 – FEMALE LEAD – “Still Alice”
2013 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Game Change”
Total Actor® nominations: 11
2015 – FEMALE LEAD – “Still Alice”
2013 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Game Change”
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Kids Are All Right”
2003 – FEMALE LEAD – “Far From Heaven”
2003 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Hours”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”
2000 – FEMALE LEAD – “The End of the Affair”
2000 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Magnolia”
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”

MANDY MOORE
Total Actors® received: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

MIRIAM MORALES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

NATALIE MORALES
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 — COMEDY ENSEMBLE — “Dead to Me”

CATALINA SANDINO MORENO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2005 – FEMALE LEAD – “Maria Full of Grace”

ROB MORGAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Mudbound”
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

TRACY MORGAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”
Total Actor® nominations: 7

ERIN MORIARTY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”

HEATHER MORRIS
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

JAMES MORRISON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

JENNIFER MORRISON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House”

MATTHEW MORRISON
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

SHELLEY MORRISON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Will & Grace”

ROB MORROW
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Northern Exposure”

DAVID MORSE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ROBERT MORSE
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 5

GLENN MORSHOWER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

VIGGO MORTENSEN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2019 – MALE LEAD – “Green Book”
2017 – MALE LEAD – “Captain Fantastic”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”
2008 – MALE LEAD – “Eastern Promises”

JOE MORTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”

SAMANTHA MORTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In America”

WUNMI MOSAKU
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lovecraft Country”

MARK MOSES
Total Actors® received: 3
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

CARRIE-ANNE MOSS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chocolat”

ELISABETH MOSS
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 15
2014 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Top of the Lake”
2011, 2009 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Mad Men”

STEPHEN MOYER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

ARMIN MUELLER-STAHN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shine”

KATE MULGREW
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

MEGAN MULLALLY
Total Actors® received: 4
2001 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Will & Grace”
Total Actor® nominations: 12

PETER MULLAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

CAREY MULLIGAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2021 – FEMALE LEAD – “Promising Young Woman”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Out”
2010 – FEMALE LEAD – “An Education”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “An Education”

MELINDA MULLINS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Remember Wenn”

DERMOT MULRONEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”

ENRIQUE MURCiano
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Without a Trace”

CHRISTOPHER MURNEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Remember Wenn”

ANNIE MURPHY
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2021 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Schitt’s Creek”
2021, 2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”

EDDIE MURPHY
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – MALE SUPPORT – “Dreamgirls”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2007 – MALE SUPPORT – “Dreamgirls”

MICHAEL MURPHY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”

BILL MURRAY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2016 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “A Very Murray Christmas”
2004 – MALE LEAD – “Lost in Translation”

HANNAH MURRAY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

MIKE MYERS
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bohemian Rhapsody”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

EMMA MYLES
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4
LYMARI NADAL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”

STAZ NAIR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

LEONARDO NAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”

KUMAIL NANJIANI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Sick”

ARTHUR NASCARELLA
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”

KATE NASH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

WYATT NASH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

AMANDA NAUGHTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – ENSEMBLE COMEDY SERIES – “Remember Wenn”

KUNAL NAYYAR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6

ELISE NEAL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hustle & Flow”

KEVIN NEALON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
HARI NEF
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Transparent”

NAVID NEGAHBAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

KATE NELLIGAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “How to Make an American Quilt”

JAMES NESBITT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ALEX NEWELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

PAUL NEWMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Empire Falls”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2006 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Empire Falls”
2004 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Our Town”
1995 – MALE LEAD – “Nobody’s Fool”

PAULA NEWSOME
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

BECKI NEWTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

KATHRYN NEWTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

LUKE NEWTON
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

THANDIE NEWTON
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2017 – FEMALE DRAMA – "Westworld"
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – "Westworld"
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – "Crash"

JACK NICHOLSON
Total Actors® received: 1
1998 – MALE LEAD – “As Good as it Gets”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – "The Departed"
2003 – MALE LEAD – "About Schmidt"
1998 – MALE LEAD – “As Good as it Gets”

JULIANNE NICHOLSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”

LESLEY NICOL
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5

CONNIE NIELSEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gladiator”

BILL NIGHY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nomination: 1

ALESSANDRO NIVOLA
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”

CYNTHIA NIXON
Total Actors® received: 2
2004, 2002 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Sex and the City”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2006 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Warm Springs”

VAN VERONICA NGO
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”

JOHNNY TRÍ NGUYỄN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”

JOHN NOBLE
Total Actors® received: 1

Total Actor® nominations: 1

SYDELL NOEL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

NICK NOLTE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2012 – MALE SUPPORT – “Warrior”
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hotel Rwanda”
1999 – MALE LEAD – “Affliction”

BRADY & CONNOR NOON
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

JEFFREY NORDLING
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

DEAN NORRIS
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”

Total Actor® nominations: 3

JEREMY NORTHAM
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

Total Actor® nominations: 2
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

EDWARD NORTON
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”

Total Actor® Nominations: 3
2015 – MALE SUPPORT – “Birdman”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”

CHRIS NOTH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

B.J. NOVAK
Total Actors® received: 2

Total Actor® nominations: 7

DANNY NUCCI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

OSCAR NUNEZ
Total Actors® received: 2

Total Actor® nominations: 7

AMY NUTTALL
Total Actors® received: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

Total Actor® nominations: 2

LUPITA NYONG’O
Total Actors® received: 2
2014 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “12 Years a Slave”

Total Actor® nominations: 4
2020 – FEMALE LEAD – “US”
2014 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “12 Years a Slave”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”

BRENOCK O’CONNOR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

JOSH O’CONNOR
Total Actors® received: 2

Total Actor® nominations: 3

HUGH O’CONOR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chocolat”

CHRIS O’DOWD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bridesmaids”

HUGH O’GORMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Remember WENN”

GAIL O’GRADY
Total Actors® received: 1
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “NYPD Blue”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

CATHERINE O’HARA
Total Actors® received: 2
2021 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Schitt’s Creek”
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2021, 2020 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Schitt’s Creek”
2021, 2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”
2011 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Temple Grandin”

DENIS O’HARE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Dallas Buyers Club”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Milk”

MICHAEL O’KEEFE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

MIKE O’MALLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2012, 2011 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

ED O’NEILL
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2011 – MALE COMEDY – “Modern Family”

TERRY O’QUINN
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

AHNA O’REILLY
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® Nominations: 1

KEVIN O’ROURKE
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Remember Wenn”

PETER O’TOOLE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MALE LEAD – “Venus”

BOB ODENKIRK
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Better Call Saul”

LESLIE ODOM, JR.
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “One Night in Miami”
2021 – MALE SUPPORT – “One Night in Miami”

ADEPERO ODUYE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”

SANDRA OH
Total Actors® received: 4
2019 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Killing Eve”
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”
2006 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Grey’s Anatomy”
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sideways”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2019 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Killing Eve”
2006 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Grey’s Anatomy”
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sideways”

SOPHIE OKONEDO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2005 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Hotel Rwanda”
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hotel Rwanda”

JASON MANUEL OLAZABAL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

GARY OLDMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – MALE LEAD – “Darkest Hour”

Total Actor® nominations: 3
2021 – MALE LEAD – “Mank”
2018 – MALE LEAD – “Darkest Hour”
2001 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Contender”

LENA OLIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chocolat”

EDWARD JAMES OLMOS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

TIMOTHY OLYPHANT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

JERRY ORBACH
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 10

JULIA ORMOND
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”

ANA ORTIZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2

JOHN ORTIZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”

EMILY OSMENT
Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Kominsky Method”

HALEY JOEL OSMENT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2000 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Sixth Sense”
MIRANDA OTTO
Total Actors® received: 1
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lord of the Rings”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

JULIAN OVENDEN
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

CHORD OVERSTREET
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

CLIVE OWEN
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2013 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Hemingway & Gellhorn”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

CHRIS OWENS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The X-Files”

DAVID OYELOWO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels’ The Butler”

JASPER PÄÄKKÖNEN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”

JACKSON PACE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Homeland”

AL PACINO
Total Actors® received: 2
2011 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “You Don’t Know Jack”
2004 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Angels in America”
Total Actor® Nominations: 6
2020 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Irishman”
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Irishman”
2014 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Phil Spector”
2011 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “You Don’t Know Jack”
2004 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Angels in America”

ELLIO T PAGE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2008 – FEMALE LEAD – “Juno”

REGÉ-JEAN PAGE
Total Actor® Nominations: 2
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”
2021 – MALE LEAD – “Bridgerton”

MARIANNA PALKA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

ALEKSA PALLADINO
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® Nominations: 2

ERIK PALLADINO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JOHN PALLADINO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is The New Black”

KEKE PALMER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

CHAZZ PALMINTERI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – MALE SUPPORT – “Bullets Over Broadway”

GWYNETH PALTROW
Total Actors® received: 2
1999 – FEMALE LEAD – “Shakespeare in Love”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
Total Actor® Nominations: 2
1999 – FEMALE LEAD – “Shakespeare in Love”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”

MAULIK PANCHOLY
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”

Total Actor® nominations: 3

ARCHIE PANJABI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JOHN PANKOW
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

JOE PANTOLIANO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

ANNA PAQUIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Irishman”
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”
2008 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Almost Famous”

JESSICA PARÉ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2013, 2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

MARISA PAREDES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Life is Beautiful”

MICHAEL PARK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

PARK MYUNG HOON
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”

Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”

PARK SO DAM
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”

Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”

MARY-LOUISE PARKER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2004 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Angels in America”
2003 – DRAMA SERIES ENSEMBLE – “The West Wing”

MOLLY PARKER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

PAULA JAI PARKER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hustle & Flow”

SARAH JESSICA PARKER
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2004, 2002 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Sex and the City”
2001 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Sex and the City”

JIM PARRACK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

TEYONAH PARRIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

HUNTER PARRISH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JIM PARSONS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 11
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”

PEDRO PASCAL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

VINCENT PASTORE
Total Actors® received: 1
2000 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”
**Total Actor® nominations: 2**

**TONYE PATANO**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Weeds”

**DEV PATEL**
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”
**Total Actor® nominations: 4**
2017 – MALE SUPPORT – “Lion”
2009 – MALE SUPPORT – “Slumdog Millionaire”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”

**BILL PATERSON**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Fleabag”

**MANDY PATINKIN**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7
1995 – MALE LEAD – “Chicago Hope”

**PAULA PATTON**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Precious”

**WILL PATTON**
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Minari”

**AARON PAUL**
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
**Total Actor® Nominations: 3**

**SARAH PAULSON**
Total Actors® received: 1
**Total Actor® nominations: 2**
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”

**BILL PAXTON**
Total Actors® received: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”
**Total Actor® Nomination: 3**
2013 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Hatfields & McCoys”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”

DAVID PAYMER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Shorty”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

GUY PEARCE
Total Actors® received: 1
2011 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “The King’s Speech”
Total Actor® Nominations: 3
2012 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Mildred Pierce”
2011 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “The King’s Speech”
1998 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “L.A. Confidential”

JORDAN PEELE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Key & Peele”

TOM PELPHREY
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

MARK PELLEGRINO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Capote”

MICHAEL PENA
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”

JOSH PENCE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

AUSTIN PENDELTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

KAL PENN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House”

SEAN PENN
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MALE LEAD – “Milk”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2009 – MALE LEAD – “Milk”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Milk”
2004 – MALE LEAD – “Mystic River”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Mystic River”
2002 – MALE LEAD – “I Am Sam”
1996 – MALE LEAD – “Dead Man Walking”

JACQUELINE PENNEWILL
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

BARRY PEPPER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2005 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “3”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Saving Private Ryan”

CHELSEA PERETTI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ROSIE PEREZ
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ELIZABETH PERKINS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

HAROLD PERRINEAU
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

LUKE PERRY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MATTHEW PERRY
Total Actors® received: 1
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Friends”
Total Actor® nominations: 8

JOE PESCI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Irishman”
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Irishman”

CLARKE PETERS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”

MATT PETERS
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 3

RICK PETERS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

WILLIAM PETERSEN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4

LORI PETTY
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

ALEX PETTYFER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels’ The Butler”

DEDEE PFEIFFER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Cybill”

MICHELLE PFEIFFER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”
2003 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “White Oleander”

SANDY HƯƠNG PHAM
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”

RYAN PHILLIPPE
Total Actors® received: 2
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

GRAHAM PHILLIPS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

PEG PHILLIPS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Northern Exposure”

SAM PHILLIPS
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JOAQUIN PHOENIX
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – MALE LEAD – “Joker”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2020 – MALE LEAD – “Joker”
2006 – MALE LEAD – “Walk the Line”
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hotel Rwanda”
2001 – MALE SUPPORT – “Gladiator”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gladiator”

VINCENT PIAZZA
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 4

JAMES PICKENS JR.
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
1999 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE - “The X-Files”

RONALD PICKUP
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

DAVID HYDE PIERCE
Total Actors® received: 2
2000 - COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Frasier”
1996 - MALE COMEDY - “Frasier”
Total Actor® nominations: 19
1996 - MOTION PICTURE CAST - “Nixon”
AMY PIETZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Caroline in the City”

ROSAMUND PIKE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2015 – FEMALE LEAD – “Gone Girl”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “An Education”

MITCH PILEGGI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

ALISON PILL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Milk”

JESSICA PIMENTEL
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

FREIDA PINTO
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Slumdog Millionaire”

JOHN PIRRUCCELLO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”

BRAD PITT
Total Actors® received: 2
2020 – MALE SUPPORT – “Once Upon a Time… in Hollywood”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglorious Basterds”
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2020 – MALE SUPPORT – “Once Upon a Time… in Hollywood”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”
2012 – MALE LEAD – “Moneyball”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglorious Basterds”
2009 – MALE LEAD – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Babel”

MICHAEL PITT
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JEREMY PIVEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6

MARY KAY PLACE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

TONY PLANA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

OLIVER PLATT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2008 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Bronx is Burning”

JESSE PLEMONS
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – MALE SUPPORT – “Beginners”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2012 – MALE SUPPORT – “Beginners”
2010 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Last Station”
2006 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Our Fathers”

AMY POEHLER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 3

SIDNEY POITIER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1998 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Mandela and de Klerk”
36th Annual Life Achievement Award Recipient

DASCHA POLANCO
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

KEVIN POLLAK
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

TERI POLO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The West Wing”
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Northern Exposure”

ELLEN POMPEO
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”
Total Actor® Nominations: 3

DANIEL PORTMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

NATALIE PORTMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2011 – FEMALE LEAD – “Black Swan”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2017 – FEMALE LEAD – “Jackie”
2011 – FEMALE LEAD – “Black Swan”
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Black Swan”

LAUREN POTTER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

MONICA POTTER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Boston Legal”

ANNIE POTTTS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MICHAEL POTTTS
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”

CLIFTON POWELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
GLEN POWELL
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”

KEITH POWELL
Total Actors® received: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”
Total Actor® nominations: 6

LAURA PREPON
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JAIME PRESSLY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2007 – FEMALE COMEDY – “My Name is Earl”
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “My Name is Earl”

CARRIE PRESTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

JÜRGEN PROCHNOW
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

PAUL PROVENZA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Northern Exposure”

JONATHAN PRYCE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

BILL PULLMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Sinner”

JOLENE PURDY
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
SHAWN PYFROM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

MISSI PYLE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”

DENNIS QUAID
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2011 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Special Relationship”
2003 – MALE SUPPORT – “Far From Heaven”

RANDY QUAID
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Brokeback Mountain”

MARGARET QUALLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

DJ QUALLS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hustle & Flow”

STEVEN MICHAEL QUEZADA
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

VICTOR QUINAZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

KATHLEEN QUINLAN
Total Actors® received: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”
KEVIN RAHM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

MARY LYNN RAJSKUB
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

EDGAR RAMIREZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Carlos”

SARA RAMIREZ
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”

ANTHONY RAMOS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “A Star Is Born”

CHARLOTTE RAMPLING
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Restless”

ANNE RAMSAY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

BELLA RAMSEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

DAVID RAMSEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

GAYLE RANKIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

KEVIN RANKIN
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
**Total Actor® nominations:** 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”

**ANTHONY RAPP**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

**PHYLICIA RASHAD**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “A Raisin In The Sun”

**MELISSA RAUCH**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6

**KIM RAVEN**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

**GINA RAVERA**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

**ELIZABETH REASER**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”

**LANCE REDDICK**
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “One Night in Miami”

**LYNN REDGRAVE**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2

**VANESSA REDGRAVE**
Total Actors® received: 1
2001 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “If These Walls Could Talk 2”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels’ The Butler”
2001 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “If These Walls Could Talk 2”

**EDDIE REDMAYNE**
Total Actors® received: 2
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
2016 – MALE LEAD – “The Danish Girl”

OLIVER REED
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gladiator”

DELLA REESE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

CHRISTOPHER REEVE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Rear Window”

DIANNE REEVES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”

PERREY REEVES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

PHIL REEVES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”

JOE REGALBUTO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Murphy Brown”

NOAH REID
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”

JOHN C. REILLY
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”

ALYSIA REINER
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”

PAUL REISER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2020 - COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Kominsky Method”
2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

DOUGLAS REITH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

JAMES REMAR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

JEREMY RENNER
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
2011 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Town”
2010 – MALE LEAD – “The Hurt Locker”

JEAN RENO
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”

GLORIA REUBEN
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 5

TONY REVOLORI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BURT REYNOLDS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
COREY REYNOLDS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

JOHN PAUL REYNOLDS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

VING RHAMES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1998 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Don King: Only in America”

IWAN RHEON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2016, 2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

TREVANTE RHODES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moonlight”

MATTHEW RHYS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Americans”

JOHN RHYS-DAVIES
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3

GIOVANNI RIBISI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Saving Private Ryan”

CHRISTINA RICCI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Lizzie Borden Chronicles”

MICHAEL RICHARDS
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 7
MIRANDA RICHARDSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”

SAM RICHARDSON
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

ALAN RICKMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
1997 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Rasputin”
Total Actor® Nominations: 3
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels’ The Butler
1997 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Rasputin”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sense and Sensibility”

ROBERT RIDGELY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1

PETER RIEGERT
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

AMBER RILEY
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – ENSEMBLE COMEDY SERIES – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

TALULAH RILEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”

DAVID RINTOUL
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

LEON RIPPY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

ANDREA RISEBOROUGH
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”

JOHN RITTER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sling Blade”

DIANA MARIA RIVA
Total Actor® nominations: 1
201 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Dead to Me”

NAYA RIVERA
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4

JASON ROBARDS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”

DAVID ROBB
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 5

MARGOT ROBBIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2020 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Bombshell”
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bombshell”
2019 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Mary Queen of Scots”
2018 – FEMALE LEAD – “I, Tonya”

TIM ROBBINS
Total Actors® received: 1
2004 – MALE SUPPORT – “Mystic River”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2004 – MALE SUPPORT – “Mystic River”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Mystic River”

DALLAS ROBERTS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Dallas Buyers Club”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “3:10 to Yuma”

DORIS ROBERTS
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Everybody Loves Raymond”
Total Actor® nominations: 9

JUDITH ROBERTS
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

JULIA ROBERTS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2014 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “August: Osage County”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”

JENNIFER ROBERTSON
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”

LAILA ROBINS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

CHRISTINA ROBINSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

CRAIG ROBINSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

EMILY ROBINSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Transparent”

KAREN ROBINSON
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”

KEITH ROBINSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

NICOLETTE ROBINSON
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “One Night in Miami”

ZULEIKHA ROBINSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

SAM ROCKWELL
Total Actors® received: 3
2020 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Fosse/Verdon”
2018 – MALE SUPPORT – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Jojo Rabbit”
2020 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Fosse/Verdon”
2018 – MALE SUPPORT – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”

JORDAN RODRIGUES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lady Bird”

ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

FREDDY RODRIGUEZ
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

MICHELLE RODRIGUEZ
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

RICO RODRIGUEZ
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 8

LUKE ROESSLER
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 — COMEDY ENSEMBLE — “Dead to Me”

GRAHAM ROGERS
Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  

ELISABETH RÖHM  
Total Actors® received: 1  
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”  
Total Actor® nominations: 3  

RAY ROMANO  
Total Actors® received: 1  
2003 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Everybody Loves Raymond”  
Total Actor® nominations: 14  

FRANCESCA REALE  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

REBECCA ROMIJN  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2008 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ugly Betty”

SAOIRSE RONAN  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 4  
2018 – FEMALE LEAD – “Lady Bird”  
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lady Bird”  
2016 – FEMALE LEAD – “Brooklyn”  

COSTA RONIN  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Americans”

STEPHEN ROOT  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 3  
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”  
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Out”

ANIKA NONI ROSE  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  

RUBY ROSE  
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

ALAN ROSENBERG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Cybill”

BARBARA ROSENBLAT
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange is the New Black”

BEN ROSENFIELD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

GOLDA ROSHEUVEL
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

LONNY ROSS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “30 Rock”

LYRIC ROSS
Total Actors® received: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

MATT ROSS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”

TRACEE ELLIS ROSS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

ELI ROTH
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

MICKEY ROURKE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
NICHOLAS ROWE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

GENA ROWLANDS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2008 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “What If God Were the Sun?”
1997 – FEMALE LEAD – “Unhook the Stars”

RICHARD ROXBURGH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moulin Rouge”

PAUL RUDD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MAYA RUDOLPH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bridesmaids”

MARK RUFFALO
Total Actors® received: 3
2021 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “I Know This Much Is True”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2021 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “I Know This Much Is True”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
2015 – MALE SUPPORT – “Foxcatcher”
2011 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Kids Are All Right”
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Kids Are All Right”

GEOFFREY RUSH
Total Actors® received: 4
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
2005 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Life and Death of Peter Sellers”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
1997 – MALE LEAD – “Shine”
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2018 – MALE TV MOVIE/ MINISERIES – “Genius”
2011 – MALE SUPPORT – “The King’s Speech”
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
2005 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Life and Death of Peter Sellers”
2001 – MALE LEAD – “Quills”
1999 – MALE SUPPORTING – “Shakespeare in Love”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
1997 – MALE LEAD – “Shine”
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shine”
ODEYA RUSH  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lady Bird”

KERI RUSSELL  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Americans”

RENE RUSSO  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Shorty”

AMY RYAN  
Total Actors® received: 1  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”  
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”  
2008 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Gone Baby Gone”

MEG RYAN  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
1995 – FEMALE LEAD – “When a Man Loves a Woman”

RICHARD RYCROFT  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  
2020, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

WINONA RYDER  
Total Actors® received: 1  
Total Actor® nominations: 7  
2017 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Stranger Things”  
2011 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “When Love is Not Enough: The Lois Wilson Story”  
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Black Swan”  
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “How to Make an American Quilt”

MARK RYLANCE  
Total Actors® received: 1  
Total Actor® nominations: 3  
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”  
2016 – MALE SUPPORT – “Bridge of Spies”  
2016 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Wolf Hall”

RZA  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”
S

HUGH SACHS
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

BASHIR SALAHUDDIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

DAR SALIM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

MARK SALLING
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

DANUSIA SAMAL
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”

ANDY SAMBERG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1

ASHTON SANDERS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moonlight”

WILLIAM SANDERSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

NICK SANDOW
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

PATRICK SANE
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Breaking Bad”

RODRIGO SANTORO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”

ANGELA SARAFYAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”

SUSAN SARANDON
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2018 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/ MINISERIES – “Feud: Bette and Joan”
2011 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “You Don’t Know Jack”
2009 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Bernard and Doris”
1996 – FEMALE LEAD – “Dead Man Walking”

PETER SARGAARD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “An Education”

ABIGAIL SAVAGE
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

DOUG SAVANT
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4

MORGAN SAYLOR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

GRETA SCACCHI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Broken Trail”

HAL SCARDINO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Marvin’s Room”

PAUL SCHEER
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
RICHARD SCHIFF
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 6

TAYLOR SCHILLING
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

STEVEN R. SCHIRRIPA
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”
Total Actor® nominations: 5

NOAH SCHNAPP
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

LIEV SCHREIBER
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”

RICKY SCHRODER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2000 – MALE DRAMA – “NYPD Blue”
2000 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “NYPD Blue”

PAUL SCHULZE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”
2005 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

JASON SCHWARTZMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

TIL SCHWEIGER
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

DAVID SCHWIMMER
Total Actors® received: 1
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Friends”
Total Actor® nominations: 7

ADAM SCOTT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

ANDREW SCOTT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020 – MALE COMEDY – “Fleabag”
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Fleabag”

DOUGRAY SCOTT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

GEORGE C. SCOTT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2000 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Inherit the Wind”

MARIELLE SCOTT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lady Bird”

REID SCOTT
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
Total Actor® nominations: 5

MARCUS SCRIBNER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

KYRA SEDGWICK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 12

RHEA SEEHORN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Better Call Saul”

JERRY SEINFELD
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

KEIDRICH SELLATI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Americans”

ANDY SERKIS
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® Nominations: 4

TERRY SERPICO
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MATT SERVITTO
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”

CHLOÈ SEVIGNY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2000 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Boys Don’t Cry”

BRENT SEXTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

LÉA SEYDOUX
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

AMANDA SEYFRIED
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

CARA SEYMOUR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Adaptation”

JANE SEYMOUR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Kominsky Method”
1997, 1995 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman”

YARA SHAHIDI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

TONY SHALHOUB
Total Actors® received: 6
Total Actor® nominations: 11

MICHAEL SHANNON
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2016 – MALE SUPPORT – “99 Homes”

ALEX SHARP
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
Total Actor® nominations: 1

LESLEY SHARP
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

WILLIAM SHATNER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2009 – MALE DRAMA – “Boston Legal”
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Boston Legal”
2006 – MALE COMEDY – “Boston Legal”

GRANT SHAUD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Murphy Brown”

VINESSA SHAW
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “3:10 to Yuma”
ALIA SHAWKAT  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 3  

CHARLIE SHEEN  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 3  

MARTIN SHEEN  
Total Actors® received: 4  
Total Actor® nominations: 13  
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”  

MICHAEL SHEEN  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Midnight in Paris”  

JUSTIN SHENKAROW  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  

SAM SHEPARD  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”  
2008 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Ruffian”

VONDA SHEPARD  
Total Actors® received: 1  
1999 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”  
Total Actor® nominations: 3  

CYBILL SHEPHERD  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Cybill”

SHERRI SHEPHERD  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Precious”

ANTONY SHER
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”

JAMEY SHERIDAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

NICOLLETTE SHERIDAN
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5

KIERNAN SHIPKA
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 5

MIRIAM SHOR
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Americans”

CHARLIE SHOTWELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”

ZENOBIA SHROFF
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Sick”

ELISABETH SHUE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – FEMALE LEAD – “Leaving Las Vegas”

CONSTANCE SHULMAN
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

HARRY SHUM, JR.
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
GABOUREY SIDIBE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2010 – FEMALE LEAD – “Precious: Based on the Novel ‘Push’ by Sapphire”

SANIYYA SIDNEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Fences”

MAGGIE SIFF
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

JAMIE-LYNN SIGLER
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7

JOSEPH SIKORA
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

SARAH SILVERMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – FEMALE LEAD – “I Smile Back”

J.K. SIMMONS
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – MALE SUPPORT – “Whiplash”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2015 – MALE SUPPORT – “Whiplash”

JEAN SIMMONS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “How to Make an American Quilt”

TIMOTHY SIMONS
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
Total Actor® nominations: 5

JIMMI SIMPSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”

GARY SINISE
Total Actors® received: 3
1998 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “George Wallace”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”
1996 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Truman”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
1998 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “George Wallace”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”
1996 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Truman”
1995 – MALE SUPPORT – “Forrest Gump”
1995 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Stephen King’s The Stand”

SADIE SINK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

TONY SIRICO
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7

JEREMY SISTO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

TOM SIZEMORE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Saving Private Ryan”

ALEXANDER SKARSGÅRD
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – MALE TV MOVIE/ MINISERIES – “Big Little Lies”
Total Actor® Nominations: 3
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”
2018 – MALE TV MOVIE/ MINISERIES – “Big Little Lies”
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

STELLAN SKARSGÅRD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1998 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Will Hunting”

TOM SKERRITT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
1995 – MALE DRAMA – “Picket Fences”

CHRISTIAN SLATER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”
JOHN SLATTERY
Total Actors® received: 3
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
2008 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

PTOLEMY SLOCUM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”

JEAN SMART
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

ANNA DEAVERE SMITH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

BROOKE SMITH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”

DOUGLAS SMITH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

JORDAN PATRICK SMITH
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lovecraft Country”

LOIS SMITH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lady Bird”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “How to Make an American Quilt”

MAGGIE SMITH
Total Actors® received: 5
2014 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Downton Abbey”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 13
2013 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel”
2012 – FEMALE MOVIE/ MINISERIES – “Downton Abbey”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

MATT SMITH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

PHYLLIS SMITH
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7

WILL SMITH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JIMMY SMITS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 11
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “NYPD Blue”
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The West Wing”

JURNEE SMOLLETT
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lovecraft Country”

JB SMOOVE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Curb Your Enthusiasm”

WILLIAM SNAPE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

BRITTANY SNOW
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”

MARLA SOKOLOFF
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

SARAH SOKOLOVIC
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”
FELIX SOLIS
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

IAN SOMERHALDER
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

GERALDINE SOMERVILLE
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

PHYLLIS SOMERVILLE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”

RICH SOMMER
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

SONG KANG HO
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Parasite”

MIRA SORVINO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Mighty Aphrodite”

PAUL SORVINO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

DALE SOULES
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

SISSY SPACEK
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2002 – FEMALE LEAD – “In the Bedroom”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In the Bedroom”
2002 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Midwives”
1995 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “A Place for Anne”

KEVIN SPACEY
Total Actors® received: 4
2000 – MALE LEAD – “American Beauty”
Total Actor® nominations: 11
2009 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Recount”
2000 – MALE LEAD – “American Beauty”
1996 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Usual Suspects”

JAMES SPADER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 10
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lincoln”
2012 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Office”
2006 – MALE COMEDY – “Boston Legal”
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Boston Legal”

RAFE SPALL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”

TIMOTHY SPALL
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”

PAUL SPARKS
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House of Cards”

HUGO SPEER
Total Actors® received: 1
1998 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – The Full Monty”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1998 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – The Full Monty”

ED SPELEERS
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JESSE SPENCER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House”

JOHN SPENCER
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 6

OCTAVIA SPENCER
Total Actors® received: 3
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
2012 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Help”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2017 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Hidden Figures”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
2012 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Help”

JORDANA SPIRO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

DINA SPYBEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Remember Wenn”

JUNE SQUIBB
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Nebraska”

MATHEW ST. PATRICK
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5

NICK STAHL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In the Bedroom”

LAKEITH STANFIELD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Atlanta”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Out”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Total Actors® received</th>
<th>Total Actor® nominations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTOPHER STANLEY</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARK STANLEY</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRY DEAN STANTON</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AARON STATON</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMELDA STAUNTON</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARY STEENBURGEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDDIE STEEPLES</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWEN STEFANI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARK STEGER</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACK STEHLIN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Weeds”

HAILEE STEIN Feld
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “True Grit”

MAURY STERLING
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Homeland”

DAN STEVENS
Total Actors® received: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

GARY STEVENS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Seabiscuit”

KIA STEVENS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

FRENCH STEWART
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

KRISTEN STEWART
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Into the Wild”

PATRICK STEWART
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2011 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – Macbeth
2000 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “A Christmas Carol”

JULIA STILES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

JERRY STILLER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”
EMMA STONE
Total Actors® received: 3
2017 – FEMALE LEAD – “LA LA Land”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2019 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Favourite”
2019 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Maniac”
2017 – FEMALE LEAD – “LA LA Land”
2015 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Birdman”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”

SHARON STONE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

YAEEL STONE
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

ERIC STONESTREET
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 11

PETER STORMARE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chocolat”

MARY STOUT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Remember Wenn”

YVONNE STRAHOVSKI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

DAVID STRATHAIRN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lincoln”
2006 – MALE LEAD – “Good Night, and Good Luck”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”

MERYL STREEP
Total Actors® received: 2
2009 – FEMALE LEAD – “Doubt”
2004 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Angels in America”
**Total Actor® nominations: 18**
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”
2017 – FEMALE LEAD – “Florence Foster Jenkins”
2014 – FEMALE LEAD – “August: Osage County”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”
2012 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Iron Lady”
2010 – FEMALE LEAD – “Julie & Julia”
2009 – FEMALE LEAD – “Doubt”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Doubt”
2007 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Devil Wears Prada”
2004 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Angels in America”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Adaptation”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”
2000 – FEMALE LEAD – “Music of the Heart”
1999 – FEMALE LEAD – “One True Thing”
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Marvin’s Room”
1996 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Bridges of Madison County”

**SHERRY STRINGFIELD**
*Total Actors® received: 2*
*TTotal Actor® nominations: 3*

**BRENDA STRONG**
*Total Actors® received: 2*
*TTotal Actor® Nominations: 5*

**JEREMY STRONG**
*Total Actors® received: 1*
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Trial of the Chicago 7”
*TTotal Actor® nominations: 2*
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”

**MARK STRONG**
*Total Actors® received: 0*

**GLORIA STUART**
*Total Actors® received: 1*
1998 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Titanic”
*TTotal Actor® nominations: 2*
1998 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Titanic”

**MICHAEL STUHLBARG**
*Total Actors® received: 2*
*TTotal Actor® nominations: 5*
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Trumbo”

NISI STURGIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

JASON SUDEIKIS
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – MALE COMEDY – “Ted Lasso”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – MALE COMEDY – “Ted Lasso”
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ted Lasso”

CHRIS SULLIVAN
Total Actors® received: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

SUSAN SULLIVAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Kominsky Method”

TARA SUMMERS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

DONALD SUMPTER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

ETHAN SUPLEE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “My Name is Earl”

JOSH SUSSMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

KEVIN SUSSMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ugly Betty”

KIEFER SUTHERLAND
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 9
2009 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “24: Redemption”

SARAH SUTHERLAND
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

MENA SUVARI
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2

HILARY SWANK
Total Actors® received: 1
2005 – FEMALE LEAD – “Million Dollar Baby”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2011 – FEMALE LEAD – “Conviction”
2005 – FEMALE LEAD – “Million Dollar Baby”
2000 – FEMALE LEAD – “Boys Don’t Cry”

SYDNEY SWEENEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Handmaid’s Tale”

MADYLIN SWEETEN
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Everybody Loves Raymond”
Total Actor® nominations: 7

JEREMY SWIFT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ted Lasso”
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

TILDA SWINTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2012 – FEMALE LEAD – “We Need To Talk About Kevin”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
2008 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Michael Clayton”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Adaptation”

ERIC SZMANDA
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4

MATILDA SZYDAGIS
Total Actors® received: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”

T

CHARLIE TAHAAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

DIJON TALTON
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”

JEFFREY TAMBAO
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – MALE COMEDY – “Transparent”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Transparent”

MELISSA TANG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

BRIAN TARANTINA
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 2

EMILY TARVER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

CATHERINE TATE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Office”

LARENZ TATE
Total Actor® received: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”
**Total Actor® nominations: 2**
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Crash”

**ANYA TAYLOR-JOY**
**Total Actors® received: 1**
2021 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Queen’s Gambit”
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**

**HOLLY TAYLOR**
**Total Actors® received: 0**
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Americans”

**LILI TAYLOR**
**Total Actors® received: 1**
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Six Feet Under”
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Six Feet Under”

**NOAH TAYLOR**
**Total Actors® received: 0**
**Total Actor® nominations: 3**
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Almost Famous”
1997 – MALE SUPPORT – “Shine”
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shine”

**ROD TAYLOR**
**Total Actors® received: 1**
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

**LEIGH TAYLOR-YOUNG**
**Total Actors® received: 0**
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Picket Fences”

**OWEN TEALE**
**Total Actors® received: 0**
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

**JUNO TEMPLE**
**Total Actor® nominations: 1**
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ted Lasso”

**JON TENNEY**
**Total Actors® received: 0**
**Total Actor® nominations: 5**

**IQBAL THEBA**
**Total Actors® received: 1**
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
**Total Actor® nominations: 3**

**CARA THEOBOLD**
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”
**Total Actor® nominations: 2**

**CHARLIZE THERON**
Total Actors® received: 1
2004 – FEMALE LEAD – “Monster”
**Total Actor® nominations: 6**
2020 – FEMALE LEAD – “Bombshell”
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bombshell”
2005 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “The Life and Death of Peter Sellers”
2004 – FEMALE LEAD – “Monster”

**JUSTIN THEROUX**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

**DAVID THEWLIS**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

**MÉLANIE THIERRY**
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”

**KRISTIN SCOTT THOMAS**
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
**Total Actor® nominations: 3**
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

**ANDREA THOMPSON**
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 3

**EMMA THOMPSON**
Total Actors® received: 0
**Total Actor® nominations: 6**
2014 – FEMALE LEAD – “Saving Mr. Banks”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “An Education”
2004 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Angels in America”
2002 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Wit”
1996 – FEMALE LEAD – “Sense and Sensibility”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sense and Sensibility”

FRED DALTON THOMPSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Law & Order”

LUKE THOMPSON
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

MADISON THOMPSON
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

SOPHIE THOMPSON
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

COURTNEY THORNE-SMITH
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ally McBeal”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

BILLY BOB THORNTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2015 – MALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Fargo”
1999 – MALE SUPPORT – “A Simple Plan”
1997 – MALE LEAD – “Sling Blade”
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sling Blade”

UMA THURMAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2003 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Hysterical Blindness”
1995 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Pulp Fiction”

MAURA TIERNEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “ER”

WILL TILSTON
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

HRACH TITIZIAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – "Homeland"

JACKIE TOHN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – "GLOW"

MARISA TOMEI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In The Bedroom”
1997 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Unhook The Stars”

LILY TOMLIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2003 – FEMALE DRAMA – “The West Wing”
53rd Annual Life Achievement Award Recipient

TRAVIS TOPE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

MICHAEL TORPEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

PIP TORRENS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

LORRAINE TOUSSAINT
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Orange Is the New Black”

SAM TRAMMELL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

NANCY TRAVIS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JOHN TRAVOLTA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Shorty”
1995 – MALE LEAD – “Pulp Fiction”

JACOB TREMBLAY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – MALE SUPPORT – “Room”

ROBERT TREVEILER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

MASSIMO TROISI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

LIN TUCCI
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 3

STANLEY TUCCI
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
2010 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Lovely Bones”
1999 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Winchell”

CHRIS TUCKER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Silver Linings Playbook”

ALAN TUDYK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Trumbo”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “3:10 to Yuma”

JAMES TUPPER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”

GLYNN TURMAN
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”

JANINE TURNER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Northern Exposure”

SOPHIE TURNER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7

AIDA TURTURRO
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”
Total Actor® Nominations: 6

JOHN TURTURRO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2008 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED- “The Bronx is Burning”
2003 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED– “Monday Night Mayhem”
1995 – MALE SUPPORT – “Quiz Show”

NICHOLAS TURTURRO
Total Actors® received: 1
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “NYPD Blue”
Total Actor® Nominations: 6

AARON TVEIT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1

LIV TYLER
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3

CICELY TYSON
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2015 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED– “The Trip to Bountiful”
1997 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED– “The Road to Galveston”
1995 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Sweet Justice”
1995 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED– “Oldest Living Confederate Widow Tells All”
TRACEY ULLMAN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2009 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Tracey Ullman’s State of the Union”

MISTY UPHAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “August: Osage County”

KARL URBAN
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MICHAEL URIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JENNA USHKOWITZ
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Glee”
Total Actor® nominations: 4

MASON VALE COTTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

MARK VALLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

CARICE VAN HOUTEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

PETER VAN WAGNER
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

STEVEN VAN ZANDT
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 7


COURTNEY B. VANCE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

RUPERT VANSITTART
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

NIA VARDALOS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “My Big Fat Greek Wedding”

JACOB VARGAS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

VINCE VAUGHN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Into the Wild”

YUL VAZQUEZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”

MAKEZNIE VEGA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

NADINE VELAZQUEZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “My Name is Earl”

LAUREN VÉLEZ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

MILO VENTIMIGLIA
Total Actors® received: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
JOHN VENTIMIGLIA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

GWEN VERDON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1997 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Marvin’s Room”
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Marvin’s Room”

SOFÍA VERGARA
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 11

ALICIA VIKANDER
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Danish Girl”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Danish Girl”

FRANK VINCENT
Total Actors® received: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Sopranos”
Total Actor® nominations: 2

GORAN VIŠNJIĆ
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

MIKE VOGEL
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

JON VOIGHT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2005 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Mitch Albom’s The Five People You Meet in Heaven”

W

HANNAH WADDINGHAM
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Ted Lasso”

JULIAN WADHAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MARK WAHLBERG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

TAIKA WAITITI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Jojo Rabbit”

CHARITY WAKEFIELD
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Great”

CHRISTOPHER WALKEN
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – MALE SUPPORT – “Catch Me If You Can”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hairspray”
2003 – MALE SUPPORT – “Catch Me If You Can”

POLLY WALKER
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Bridgerton”

BREE SEANNA WALL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

STEPHEN WALLEM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

PHOEBE WALLER-BRIDGE
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Fleabag”
2020 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Fleabag”
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Fleabag”

J.T. WALSH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sling Blade”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nixon”

KATE WALSH
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE - “Grey’s Anatomy”  
**Total Actor® nominations:** 3  

**MATT WALSH**  
Total Actors® received: 1  
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”  
**Total Actor® nominations:** 5  

**RAY WALSTON**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  

**HARRIET WALTER**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  

**JESSICA WALTER**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 3  

**JULIE WALTERS**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  
2001 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Billy Elliot”  
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Billy Elliot”

**MELORA WALTERS**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 2  
2000 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Magnolia”  

**CHRISTOPH WALTZ**  
Total Actors® received: 2  
2010 – MALE SUPPORT – “Inglorious Basterds”  
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”  
**Total Actor® nominations:** 2  
2010 – MALE SUPPORT – “Inglorious Basterds”  
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

**HOWARD WARD**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Downton Abbey”

**SELA WARD**  
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 3  
2001 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Once and Again”  
1996 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Sisters”  
JACOB WARE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

DAVID WARNER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

KIERSTEN WARREN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Desperate Housewives”

DENZEL WASHINGTON
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – MALE LEAD – “Fences”
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2018 – MALE LEAD – “Roman J. Israel, Esq.”
2017 – MALE LEAD – “Fences”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Fences”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”
2000 – MALE LEAD – “The Hurricane”

ISAIAH WASHINGTON
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”
Total Actor® nominations: 3

JOHN DAVID WASHINGTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – MALE LEAD – “BlacKkKlansman”
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “BlacKkKlansman”

KERRY WASHINGTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2021 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED - “Little Fires Everywhere”
2017 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Confirmation”
2014 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Scandal”

MIA WASIKOWSKA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Kids are All Right”

KEN WATANABE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Last Samurai”

SAM WATERSTON
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – MALE DRAMA SERIES – “Law & Order”
Total Actor® nominations: 11

JASON WATKINS
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

CYNTHIA WATROS
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lost”

BAHIA WATSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

EMILY WATSON
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2020 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Chernobyl”
2012 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Appropriate Adult”
2002 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “Gosford Park”
1999 – FEMALE LEAD – “Hilary and Jackie”

SUSAN KELECHI WATSON
Total Actors® received: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

NAOMI WATTS
Total Actors® received: 1
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2015 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “St. Vincent”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Birdman”
2013 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Impossible”
2004 – FEMALE LEAD – “21 Grams”

JACKI WEAVER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Silver Linings Playbook”
SIGOURNEY WEAVER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2013 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Political Animals”
2010 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Prayers for Bobby”

HUGO WEAVING
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3

SAMARA WEAVING
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”

ROBIN WEIGERT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

ERIK WEINER
Total Actors® received: 1
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

RACHEL WEISZ
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Favourite”

PETER WELLER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Dexter”

TITUS WELLIVER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Deadwood”

MING-NA WEN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “ER”

ELMARIE WENDEL
DAVID WENHAM
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2

RUTINA WESLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

DOMINIC WEST
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”

CELIA WESTON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In the Bedroom”

MERRITT WEVER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Nurse Jackie”

GEMMA WHELAN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

SHEA WHIGHAM
Total Actors® received: 3
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”

FOREST WHITAKER
Total Actors® received: 2
2007 – MALE LEAD – “The Last King of Scotland”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2014 – MALE LEAD – “Lee Daniels’ The Butler”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels’ The Butler”
2007 – MALE LEAD – “The Last King of Scotland”
BETTY WHITE
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 5
2012 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Hallmark Hall of Fame: The Lost Valentine”
2011 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Hot in Cleveland”
46th Annual Life Achievement Award Recipient

BRADLEY WHITFORD
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Handmaid’s Tale”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Out”

ISIAH WHITLOCK, JR.
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Da 5 Bloods”

DIANNE WIEST
Total Actors® received: 2
1995 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Bullets Over Broadway”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
1995 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Bullets Over Broadway”

KRISTEN WIIG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bridesmaids”

JAMES WILBY
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gosford Park”

OLIVIA WILDE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House”

WAYNE WILDERSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Veep”

SAMIRA WILEY
Total Actors® received: 2
**Total Actor® nominations: 4**

**COLM WILKINSON**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  

**TOM WILKINSON**
Total Actors® received: 2  
- 1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”  
Total Actor® nominations: 9  
- 2010 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “A Number”  
- 2009 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “John Adams”  
- 2008 – MALE SUPPORT – “Michael Clayton”  
- 2002 – MALE LEAD – “In the Bedroom”  
- 2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In the Bedroom”  
- 1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”  

**ALLISON WILLIAMS**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Get Out”

**GARY ANTHONY WILLIAMS**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 1  

**KELLI WILLIAMS**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 3  

**MAISIE WILLIAMS**
Total Actors® received: 0  
Total Actor® nominations: 7  

**MICHAEL KENNETH WILLIAMS**
Total Actors® received: 1  
- 2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”  
Total Actor® nominations: 4  
- 2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Lovecraft Country”  
- 2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 YEARS A SLAVE”  
- 2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”  
- 2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

**MICHELLE WILLIAMS**
Total Actors® received: 1  
2020 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Fosse/Verdon”
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2020 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Fosse/Verdon”
2017 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Manchester by the Sea”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Manchester by the Sea”
2012 – FEMALE LEAD – “My Week With Marilyn”
2006 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Brokeback Mountain”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Brokeback Mountain”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Station Agent”

MARK WILLIAMS
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shakespeare in Love”

OLIVIA WILLIAMS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “An Education”

ROBIN WILLIAMS
Total Actors® received: 2
1998 – MALE SUPPORT – “Good Will Hunting”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels’ The Butler”
1998 – MALE SUPPORT – “Good Will Hunting”
1998 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Will Hunting”

STEVEN WILLIAMS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The X-Files”

TREAT WILLIAMS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

VANESSA WILLIAMS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2008 – FEMALE COMEDY – “Ugly Betty”

MYKELTI WILLIAMSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Fences”

CHANDRA WILSON
Total Actors® received: 2
2007 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Grey’s Anatomy”
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Grey’s Anatomy”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2007 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Grey’s Anatomy”

OWEN WILSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Midnight in Paris”

RAINN WILSON
Total Actors® received: 3
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Six Feet Under”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Six Feet Under”

REBEL WILSON
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Jojo Rabbit”

PENELOPE WILTON
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 6

OPRAH WINFREY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2014 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Lee Daniels' The Butler”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Lee Daniels' The Butler”

HENRY WINKLER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2019 – MALE COMEDY – “Barry”
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”
2014 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “ Arrested Development”

MARE WINNINGHAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1998 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “George Wallace”
1996 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Georgia”

KATE Winslet
Total Actors® received: 3
2012 – FEMALE MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Mildred Pierce”
2009 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Reader”
1996 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Sense and Sensibility”
Total Actor® nominations: 12
2016 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Steve Jobs”
2012 – FEMALE MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Mildred Pierce”
2009 – FEMALE LEAD – “Revolutionary Road”
2009 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Reader”
2007 – FEMALE LEAD – “Little Children”
2001 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Quills”
1996 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Sense and Sensibility”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sense and Sensibility”

MARY ELIZABETH WINSTEAD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

RAY WINSTONE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ARIEL WINTER
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 8

RAY WISE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night and Good Luck”

WILLIAM WISE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “In the Bedroom”

GOOGIE WITHERS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Shine”

REESIE WITHERSPOON
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – FEMALE LEAD – “Walk the Line”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”
2018 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/ MINISERIES – “Big Little Lies”
2015 – FEMALE LEAD – “Wild”
2006 – FEMALE LEAD – “Walk the Line”

ALICIA WITT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – ENSEMBLE COMEDY SERIES – “Cybill”
FINN WITTROCK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”

TOM WLASCHIHA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”

FINN WOLFHARD
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”

DEBORAH ANN WOLL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “True Blood”

ELLEN WONG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

ELIJAH WOOD
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bobby”

EVAN RACHEL WOOD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”
2004 – FEMALE LEAD – “Thirteen”

JOHN WOOD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chocolat”

ALFRE WOODARD
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 7
2006 – ENSEMBLE COMEDY SERIES – “Desperate Housewives”
1998 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Miss Evers’ Boys”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”
2013 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Steel Magnolias”
1998 – FEMALE MOVIE/LIMITED – “Miss Evers’ Boys”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “How to Make an American Quilt”

COLIN WOODELL
Total Actor® nominations: 1

SHAILENE WOODLEY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”
2012 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Descendants”

JAMES WOODS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2012 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Too Big To Fail”
2001 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Dirty Pictures”
1996 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “Nixon”

ZACH WOODS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2

JOANNE WOODWARD
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2006 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Empire Falls”

SHANNON WOODWARD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”

EMILY WOOF
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

TOM WOPAT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Cybill”

JEFFREY WRIGHT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Westworld”
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
2004 – MALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Angels in America”

LETITIA WRIGHT
Total Actors® received: 1
Total Actor® nominations: 1

ROBIN WRIGHT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 10
2006 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED – “Empire Falls”
1998 – FEMALE LEAD – “She’s So Lovely”
1995 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Forrest Gump”

CONSTANCE WU
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

MARTIN WUTTKE
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”

NOAH WYLE
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 7

ADAM WYLIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® Nominations: 2

SARAH WYNTER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2003 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “24”

X

Y

KÔJI YAKUSHO
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Babel”

MICHELLE YEOH
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

STEFEN YEUN
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Minari”
2021 – MALE LEAD – “Minari”

DWIGHT YOKAM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Sling Blade”

YUH-JUNG YOUN
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Minari”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Minari”
2021 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Minari”

BRITNEY YOUNG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “GLOW”

RAMY YOUSSEF
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – MALE COMEDY – “Ramy”

HARRIS YULIN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Ozark”

ANATOL YUSEF
Total Actors® received: 1
2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actor® Nominations: 3

Z

STEVE ZAHN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Captain Fantastic”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Dallas Buyers Club”

BILLY ZANE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

DAVID ZAYAS
MICHAEL ZEGEN
Total Actors® received: 2
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”

HANNAH ZEILE
Total Actors® received: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”

RENÉE ZELLWEGER
Total Actors® received: 4
2020 – FEMALE LEAD – “Judy”
2004 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Cold Mountain”
2003 – FEMALE LEAD – “Chicago”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
2020 – FEMALE LEAD – “Judy”
2004 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Cold Mountain”
2003 – FEMALE LEAD – “Chicago”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
2002 – FEMALE LEAD – “Bridget Jones’s Diary”
1997 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Jerry Maguire”

HELENA ZENGEL
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “News of the World”

CATHERINE ZETA-JONES
Total Actors® received: 3
2003 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Chicago”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2003 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Chicago”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”

CONSTANCE ZIMMER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2008 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boston Legal”

ZHANG ZIYI
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1

LOUIS ZORICH
TV ENSEMBLE HISTORIES
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Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

30 ROCK
Total Actors® received: 1
2009– COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 7

3RD ROCK FROM THE SUN
Total Actors® received: 0
COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 3

ALLY MCBEAL
Total Actors® received: 1
1999 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 4

ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2014, 2006, 2005 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

ATLANTA
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

BARRY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

BETTER CALL SAUL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

BIG LITTLE LIES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

BLACK-ISH
Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2018, 2017 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

BOARDWALK EMPIRE
Total Actors® received: 2
2012, 2011 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 5

BOSTON LEGAL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

BREAKING BAD
Total Actors® received: 1
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2014, 2013, 2012 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

BRIDGERTON
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

BROOKLYN NINE-NINE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

CHICAGO HOPE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

CSI: CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
Total Actors® received: 0
2005 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 4

CURB YOUR ENTHUSIASM
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2018, 2010, 2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

CYBILL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
DEAD TO ME
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

DEADWOOD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES
Total Actors® received: 2
2006, 2005 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 5

DEXTER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

DOWNTON ABBEY
Total Actors® received: 3
2016, 2015, 2013 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 5

ENTOURAGE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

ER
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 7

EVERYBODY LOVES RAYMOND
Total Actors® received: 1
2003 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 7

FLEABAG
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2020 - COMEDY ENSEMBLE

FRASIER
Total Actors® received: 1
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 10
FRIENDS
Total Actors® received: 1
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 7

GAME OF THRONES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 7

GLEE
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 4

GLOW
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

GREY’S ANATOMY
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 3

HOMELAND
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

HOT IN CLEVELAND
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

HOUSE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

HOUSE OF CARDS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2016, 2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

KEY & PEELE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

LAW & ORDER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 9

LOST
Total Actors® received: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

LOVECRAFT COUNTRY
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

MAD ABOUT YOU
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 4

MAD MEN
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 6

MODERN FAMILY
Total Actors® received: 4
Total Actor® nominations: 8

MURPHY BROWN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

MY NAME IS EARL
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2006 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

NORTHERN EXPOSURE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1995 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

NURSE JACKIE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2013 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
NYPD BLUE
Total Actors® received: 1
1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 6

ORANGE IS THE NEW BLACK
Total Actors® received: 3
2017, 2016, 2015 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 4

OZARK
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

PICKET FENCES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
1996, 1995 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

REMEMBER WENN
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
1997 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

SCHITT’S CREEK
Total Actors® received: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2021, 2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

SEINFELD
Total Actors® received: 3
Total Actor® nominations: 4

SEX AND THE CITY
Total Actors® received: 2
2004, 2002 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 5

SIX FEET UNDER
Total Actors® received: 2
2004, 2003 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 5

SPORTS NIGHT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2000 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

STRANGER THINGS
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2020, 2018, 2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

TED LASSO
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

THE AMERICANS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

THE BIG BANG THEORY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 6

THE CLOSER
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 5

THE CROWN
Total Actors® received: 2
2021, 2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 4
2021, 2020, 2018, 2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

THE GOOD WIFE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2012, 2011, 2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

THE GREAT
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2021 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

THE HANDMAID’S TALE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2020, 2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
THE KOMINSKY METHOD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

THE MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL
Total Actors® received: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2020, 2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

THE OFFICE
Total Actors® received: 2
2008, 2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 7

THE PRACTICE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3
2001, 2000, 1999 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

THE SOPRANOS
Total Actors® received: 2
2008, 2000 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 7

THE WEST WING
Total Actors® received: 2
2001, 2002 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 6

THE X-FILES
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 3

THIS IS US
Total Actors® received: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

TRANSPARENT
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2016 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

TRUE BLOOD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

UGLY BETTY
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2008, 2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

VEEP
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 5

WEEDS
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 2
2009, 2007 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

WESTWORLD
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

WILL AND GRACE
Total Actors® received: 1
2001 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actor® nominations: 5

WITHOUT A TRACE
Total Actors® received: 0
Total Actor® nominations: 1
2004 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

TV ENSEMBLE STUNT HISTORIES
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Total Actors® Received: 2
2010, 2008 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 2
2010, 2008 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

24: LIVE ANOTHER DAY
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2015 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

BOARDWALK EMPIRE
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 3
2015, 2014, 2013 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

BREAKING BAD
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 2
2014, 2013 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

BURN NOTICE
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2011 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

COBRA KAI
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2021 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

CSI: NEW YORK
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2011 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

DEXTER
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 3
2012, 2011, 2010 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2009 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

GAME OF THRONES
Total Actors® Received: 7
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 8

GLOW
Total Actors® Received: 1
2019 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 3
2020, 2019, 2018 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

HEROES
Total Actors® Received: 1
2009 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 3
2010, 2009, 2008 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

HOMELAND
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 4
2018, 2016, 2015, 2014 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

LOST
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2008 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

LOVECRAFT COUNTRY
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2021 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

MARVEL’S DAREDEVIL
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 3
2019, 2017, 2016 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

MARVEL’S LUKE CAGE
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2017 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

PRISON BREAK
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2009 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

ROME
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2008 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

SONS OF ANARCHY
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 2
2015, 2013 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

SOUTHLAND
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 2
2012, 2011 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

SPARTACUS: GODS OF THE ARENA
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2012 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

STRANGER THINGS
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 2
2020, 2018 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

THE BLACKLIST
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2016 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

THE BOYS
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2021 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

THE CLOSER
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 2
2010, 2009 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

THE MANDALORIAN
Total Actors® Received: 1
2021 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2021 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

THE UNIT
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 3
2010, 2009, 2008 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

THE WALKING DEAD
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 8

TOM CLANCY’S JACK RYAN
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2019 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

TRUE BLOOD
Total Actors® Received: 1
2011 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 2
2012, 2011 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES
WATCHMEN
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2020 - STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA

WESTWORLD
Total Actors® Received: 0
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 3
2021, 2019, 2017 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES